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Cimarron

Proclamation For

Boy Hurt At

Word reached Cimarron the last
of the week that Gene Lambert
was quite badly injured while on
duty at the Raton tunnel where he
is employed as guardsman.
Fear
was expressed at first that he was
seriously injured internally, but
these reports rere verified at a later date and are that his injury was
in the nature of a fractured rib.
Meager reports are only to be
had as to how the accident occurred.

Canon Road
To Be Fixed

In June

Work on the highway through
the beautiful Cimarron Canyon, it
Freight Smashes
is reported, will be started about
the 1st of June, by the board of
House and Wagons county road commissioners of Colfax county. This work is necessitated by the washouts caused durTearing along at 35 miles an ing the recent heavy rains of sevhour, a fast red ball freight carry- eral weeks ago when the Hoods did
ing 3,000 tons of goods plunged much damage to practicplly every
out of a cut into a good sized resi- highway in the county.
The road in the Canyon was redence at a crossing just east of the
depot in Ft. Sumner and knocked paired voluntarily last summer by
it and two wagons into the smallest the citizens of Cimarron, who had
kind of kindling wood. Despite a splendid highway made of it when
the terrific crash and impact the they were through. It is to be
hoped that the commissioners will
train kept the track.
do
much permanent work in the
K.
which
W.
The house was one
Edwards was moving from nne canyon at this time as it is greatly
claim to another, loaded on the needed for the attraction of tourrunning gear of two wagons and ists who motor from one place to
pulled by four horses. The outfit another.
stalled while crossir.g the tracks
and as high banks prevented the Couple Neglects
engineer from seeing the obstruction, the train plunged into it full
Offspring For
speed.

Own Amusement

Good Work
The Boy Scout band which was
recently launched in Cimarron, is
progressing nicely under the able
leadership of Director Ellis. The
band practices each Tuesday evening at Scout headquarters for two
hours and a notable change in the
improvement is noticeable.
The band together with its director is to be commended in showing Bucb an improvement. A public concert is to be given some
time in the near future, when the
citizens can judge 'or themselves
what success has been made by the
players.
,

Maxwell Mockeries
The destruction of the .00 foot
section to the Hebron dam wilt in
no wise cause a shortage of water
on the tract to the farmers, as all
the reservoirs are well tilled. The
farmers on the Maxwell tract are
certainly counting on a prosperous
year, and from present indications
they will have it.
The new stee' fixtures of the
post office were put into place last
week and add much to the appearance of the interior decoraiious.

Near Ft. Sumner

"

Transcontinental

Band Doing

Pioneers Grave

Mayor Bass Designates Thursday As Grave Of Lucien Maxwell Located;
Cleanup Day In Cimarron, On
No Marker On the Spot Where
May 28th, 1914.
He Was Buried Years Ago

is

Boy Scout
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The Loose
Ry. Material

Is Moved

again on duty, and his
many friends here hope for a rapid
recovery.
He

X"
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Cleanup Issued

The Tunnel

OF

Considerable complaint has bten
heard in Las Veiras regarding tht
actions of a young couple who are
said to be in the habit of leaving
their baby alone in the house whi'e
they go to the picture show or some
other place of amusement. The

The present rainy season is
drawing to a close. While so
mucH rainfall has been productive
of a few temporary drawbacks,
these ac nothing as compared with
the inestimable amount of good that
will naturally follow such abundant precipitation. The local government guage registered five inches lor April and
May has
surpassed even that mark. This
tact assures Cimarron of a good
year. The farms and ranches adjacent will produce bountifully.
We know of no reason why Cimar.
ron should not maintain its standard of being thé best
village in Colfax county.
We have more modern homes than
any village our size in the state
Our local business institutions
would le a credit to a much larger
city. Our streets are being made
better all the time. Our concrete
walks are being extended just as
rapidly as circumstances will permit. We have a very satisfactory
sewer system. Our water system
is second to none in the state, especially does this apply to quality.
So then let's all work to together for a larger and better Cimarron. Let's keep up the good work
by having a general clean up. Everybody knows that "Spring Cleaning" is very essential to the health
and happiuess of all households.
Such is equally as essential to the
health, happiness and prosperity
of town, village or citv. Through
the winter months things will accumulate upon the premises of
most all property within corporate
limits, things that in the summer
months become unsanitary, producers of disease and often death. All
these things should be properly
disposed of at the proper time.
NOW THEREFORE. I, C. R.
Bass, Mayor of the village of Cimarron, N. M., do hereby name,
designate and proclaim
THURSDAY, MAY 28, 1914
to-da-

.

child is declared to have been
beard screaming by neighbors,
as
who forced an entrance into the
CLEAN-U- P
DAY FOR THE
house and ministered to the little
VILLAGE OF CIMARRON.
one's wants. It is said the parents
All true citizens of our village
of
neglectful
are
the comfort of the
are earnestly requested to observe
child in other ways.
this day most fittingly by giving
their property a thorough cleaning,
removing all such things as weeds,
tin can?, ash heaps, wire and all
Mi&s Agnes Seaberg, a former other unsightly and unsanitary ob
Springer young lady, will graduate
from National Park Seminary at
Forest Glen, Maryland, May 28.

SpringerSpasms

The public schools
will close on May

of

.aod.

Springer
The fac-

Horse Falls On

ulty has been appointed tor the
Rider Who Breaks
next term and consists of the old
teachers.
Collar Bone
Harry Clouthier, whose brothers
D. A. and J. II. Clouthier live in
Springer, where he is now visiting
was given just two hours in which
While trying to subdue an unOro, Mexico together ruly horse Monday at Magdalena,
to leave
with many other refugees.
Grover Mayberry, a ranchman near
Datil, had his collar bone broken
In a sensational finish the Max- and his shoulder dislocated by the
well Grays won the ball game from animal falling upon him. He was
Katon last Sunday, the score being taken to the Socorro hospital in an
10 to 11. The two last scores were auto and piaced under the care of
made in the ytb inning leaving the Dr. Parvis where he is said to be
visiting team defeated. The Grays resting comfortably. His hurts
have not lost a game this season.
are painful but not dangerous.
1

The grave of Lucien B. Maxwell
Nei Mexico's best remem-lerepioneers, is located in an old
and unnsed graveyard about eight
mi!
below Fort Sumner, on land
Owned by the Fort Sumner Laud
and Canal company.
No stone
marks his resting place and it is
more than likely than within another decade or two the spot will
be hard to locate. Fort Sumner
one of

d

Car Turns

Turtle Near
Colfax Town

Review.

The remains of Lucien B. Maxwell should by all means be trans-

Heavy rains were responsible for
numerous automobile accidents the
past week, and while none were
seriously injured there were several who had narrow escapes.
The most serious accident occurred a little west of Colfax, 12
miles east of Cimarron, when a
car driven by Mr. Rohr, a representative of the Singer Sewing Machine company with headquarters
in Trinidad, turned turtle just as
the machine was lounding a curve
and going down bill. Mr. Rohr
who had another man with him
were pinned beneath the car, but
fortunately for both parties, they
were not injured badly, and after
turning the car right side up, start
ed on their journey in the machine
with its own power. The machine
was slightly damaged.

ferred to the grave wherein lies his
wife and daughter, at the west end
of what used to be the Maxwell
store in old town. Grandmother
Abreu a few years ago went to considerable expense in having the
graveo) Mrs. Maxwell and daughter, who was her sister, properly
eared for, by the laying of a heavy
tone on the spot with a substantial iron frame around it.
Lucien B. Maxwell was a man
of far too much importance in the
laTcing- of Colfax, County's history
to let his grave go to ruins in the
far off place at Fort Sumner. A
monument that is fitting in proportion to the good he did towards
mankind should be placed in Cimarron at some place where it will
always be in full view of the pub-In- and where it can be properly
cared for in the future years to
Rains
come.
It would only be paying the pro-pe- r
To
tribute to a man who has long
since been forgotten but whose
Wash Out Bridge
arts and deeds were epoch-makinnot only of Colfax county but the
entire southwest- The rains the latter part of last
Steps should be taken to pay
this tribute to Lucien B. Maxwell week for the second time within
three weeks caused the Ponil to
at once.
rise that it threatened to wash out
the railway bridgelthat crosses the
jecti whatsoever therefrom. If the stream one mile east of Cimarron.
vaiious residents will have these Section men reported the danger
things properly
accumulated in to the agent in time to have him
piles or heaps, easy of access, the wire headquarters.
The train on
village will furnish teams to haul Friday evening had three carloads
away such junk upon this day ON- of reck that were emtied into the
LY. To all who intend to take creek at the bridge to keep the
advantage ot this offer it is sug- water from doing further damage.
gested that you have your rubbish
properly gathered and placed earRaton
ly.
The Raton city council at its reDone this May 18, 1014.
cent meeting awarded the contract
C. R. Bass,
Mayor. for the municipal building to C. D.
Stevens for the contract price of
26,181. Work will be started as
soon as the $25,000 bond issue has
been sold.
Going Into Chicken
-

Turbulent

Threaten

Ranching On A
Large Scale

Some of the loose material in the
local railway yarda i being lo4d
this week to be distributed along
the rrmn line of the Santa Fe.
Despite the persistent rumors in
different sections of the county and
state, the shops have not been removed or torn down, but ace in as
good condition as they were when
they were closed several months
ago. The Santa Fe still retains a
night watch at the shops at all
times to protect their interest!.
Not a few papers have stated
that the shops have been removed
from Cimarron to other places, and
in doing so, have attempted to put
a blotch onto the fair name of Cim-

arron.

Mean Man Steals

Pants and Shoes
From A Parson
While the Rev. E. C. Morgan
was sitting in bis study Sunday
morning in Deming, he noticed a
strange man in the back yard. Mr.
Morgan asked the man what be
wanted who replied that be waa
hungry. A breakfast was prepared
for the man and while he eras eating Mr. Morgan found that a pair
of trousers and a pair of shoes
were missing. He telephoned to
the sheriff's office and the deputy
sheriff put the stranger under arrest. He had the stolen trousers
under bis arm and the shoes on bit
feet. The thief is serving ten dajs
in the jail.

Futile Attempt
To Kill The
Key City

Some of Colfax county's boost
ers are determined to kill Cimarron and not even give her an honorable burial. No reasons can be
recalled why Cimarron has not
Snapshots
been accorded the same friendship
as other towns are enjoying. The
citizens of Cimarron are among the
most loyal and democratic in the
state, and are not known to halt
and sit down when a little bitter
comes with the sweet.
The citizens ot Ciuuwron are
awake at all times to their interests
A gang of county prisoner are and those of the county.
working on the scenic highway over the Raton Pass and will continC. T. Brown Quits
ue to work until the highway it
fully repaired.

V. .D. Augsburger was taken
back to Canton, Ohio, where ha it
for the theft of an automoA. J. Ladd who owns a farm 4 wanted
bile.
He
drove the car from Cantmilis from town, last week receivon,
Obio
to
Red River where he
ed a shipment of over 300 little
placed under arrest by Sheriff
was
chicks but a few days old, from
Hixenbangh. The machine was
Colorado which he took immediatein bis possession.
ly to the farm, where he will raise
The commencement exercises of
them.
Mr. Ladd is going into the chick- the Raton schools will be he held
Baccalauen business extensively and at the May 28th and 29th.
present time is sbippiug eggs to reate services May 24 iu the high
school auditorium.
011.. towns for consumption.

C. T. Brown has tendered to
Governor McDonald his resignation as a member of the board of
regents of the New Mexic State
school of Mines at Socorro.
The
reason Mr. Brown gives the governor lor bis action is that he is not
in sympathy with either the action
or the methods of the majority of
the board. Mr. Brown has served
the School of Mines as a member
of its board of regents lor siatasn
years.

CIMARRON NEWS.
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
THI

RECORD OF
CONDCN9EO
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS. HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WflHr NawpaPr Colon Now
WESTERN.

Sal

It

The Bank oí Brooks. U a state In
Btliutlon capitalized for flO.000 and
wiih deposits amounting to about
cloned Ita doors.
The Department of Agriculture says
that the winter wheat crop will be at
least one filth larger than that of laat
rear, and la estimated at 630.000,000
$30,-0O-

buhols.

The Sailors' Union of the Pacific,
with headquarters in San Francisco,
sent $100 to the United Mine Workers of America in Denver to be used
In the coal strike.
Divorced one day, Harry Fulkerson.
twenty-five- ,
shot and killed his former
wife snd then killed himself on the
street at Dallas, Tex. The couple were
divorced in 1912 also, but remarried.
Robert T. Hodge, Progressive candidate for governor in 1912, and formerly a coal miner, was admitted to
the bar by the State Supreme Court
at Oiympia. Wash., after being reject-

ed three timet.
Discovery of a gang of International
counterfeiters became known at Seat-tie- ,
Wash., when it waa made public
that United State secret service operatives seised a counterfeiting plant
in Seattle valued at $3,000.
A minimum weekly wage of $8.90 for
women employed In factories was recommended at Oiympia, Wash., by the
state conference called to decide on a
minimum rate of pay subject to the
state minimum wage commission.
The itate corporation commission
Issued an order requiring all locomotives med In hauling tracts In Arizona
to be equipped with electric headlights
within sixty days. The lights prescribed shall not be leas than 1,000
candlepower.
"This Is the greatest automobile run
ever conducted into Texas, and the
longest of the kind ever seen In this
country." declared Mayor Klbher of
Galveston In addressing members of
the Colorado sociability touring party

at

Galveston.
Adlal K. Stevenson, vice president

of the United States during Grover
Cleveland's second term as President,
was taken to Chicago from his home in
Bloomlngton, 111., for medical treatment. 8tevenson is seventy-ninyears
old, and has been in III health for some
e

time
The newspaper profession la as
sacred a calling aa the ministry, in the
opinion of Dr. Waahlngton Gladden of
Columbus, Ohio, expressed in an address made by the preacher and former
editor before hundreds of newspaper
men at Lawrence, Kan., at the national
newspaper conference conducted by
th" University of Kansas.

Mrs. Isabella Fyvle Mayo, 71. Scotch
novelist, dies In Ijondnn.
The drink bill of the United Kingdom for the paat year shows an lucre ase of $25,000.000.
The steam collier Tarrethlll sank,
owing to the shifting of her cargo, off
South Wold, In the North Sea. with s
loss of twelve men.
The Americanization of Vera Cms
goes steadily forward and everywhere
there are evidences of the manifold
abilities of the army and navy as
guards of clvlllxatlon.
King Christian X. and Queen Alexandra of Denmark arrived at Paris to
pay a two days' official visit of rour-testo France, during which they
were the guests of the French government.
At Christlanla, Norway, King Haakon and Queen Maude of Norway
opened with Imposing ceremonies an
exhibition commemorative of the centenary of Norwegian independence
from Denmark.
Burglars broke into the postoffice
at Pentlcton, B. O, blew open the safe
and escaped with $(,000 worth of
money order receipts, registered packages to the value of $900 and a
of hank notes containing
more than $5,000.
The County Council of Limerick,
Ireland, unanimously resolved to support the Nationalist volunteer movement, which was started for the purpose of organizing a force to uphold
the authority of the crown and government of Ireland on the same lines as
the Ulster force.
General Carranza telegraphed from
Durango the news that Constitutionalist Generals Lucio Blanca and Rafael Buelna had taken the city of Teplo,
capital of the state of that name, after
a severe engagement lasting more
than 24 hours. The message also
stated that the Constitutionalists had
taken the town of Santiago Bxculnt-lanand San Bias, Tepic's port of
entry.
ad-va-
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The Swedish aviator, Thulln, flew
from Malmoe to Stockholm. 267 miles,
descending In four hours and twenty
minutes.
Harry Stone, the American pugilist,
defeated Eddie Beattie of Castle Csry
on points In a twenty-rounmatch at
d

Liverpool.
Yale defeated Harvard

in the raoo
between the champion class crews of
each college at Cambridge, Mass. The
Juniors represented the Blue and the
sophomores rowed for Harvard.
Frank Moran, the Pittsburg pugilist, arrived In Paris and waa met by
a number of sportsmen. He went Immediately to Butry, where he will
train for bis fight with Jack Johnson
on June 27.
San Francisco fans celebrated the
opening of the Coast League team's
new park, Ewing Field. The Oakland
and San Francisco teams and Coast
magnates from various cities
were guests st a luncheon given by
600 baseball enthusiasts, including federal, state sod city officials.
At the present time there are thirty-one
s
eligible to the
Colorado Derby quartered at Overland
g
Park in Denver. This is a
number of possible entrants
and will unquestionably reach the half
hundred mark when the other atables
now on the wsy put in their appear
three-year-old-

General Funston cabled the War
Department Uiat the Mexicans had
blown up the Interoceanlc railroad ance.
bridge at San Francisco, 28 milea from
Vera Crux.
GENERAL.
The United States may recognize
ths belligerency of the Mexican
The battleship Wyoming, after takFormal demand that It ing on 200 additional bluejackets,
do so Is expected to be made by Gen- sailed from Hampton Roads for Vers
eral Carranza.
Cruz.
Members of the Cabinet, after a proLevi P. Morton, former vioe presilonged conference with President Wil- dent of the United State and former
son on the Mexican situation, declared governor of New York, celebrated his
the President maintains confidence 90th birthday anniversary at his counthat mediation would succeed.
try home, Ellerslie, at Rhlnebeck, N. Y.
The President has nomlnsted the
Present day literature and drama
following Colorado postmasters: Rob- were denounced by Dr. Lansing Bur
ert W. Tandy, Del Norte; M. A.
rows of Amerlcus, Ga., In an address
Eaton: Herbert R Sabine, Ala- before the Southern Baptist convenmosa.
Others are: Andrew J. Hern-don- , tion of which he it president st NashPreacott Arta.. E. V. Long, Ekul ville, Tenn.
Las Vegas. New Mex.
American Intervention Is the only
"My order abolishing liquor drinking solution of the Mexican trouble, ao
nary
will go Into effect on July cording to Wayne A. White, grand
In the
1 ss originally scheduled."
The fore- master of Masons of Mexico, who argoing was the reply of Secretary of the rived In St. Louts to attend a conferNavy Daniels to reports that President ence of Masonic grand masters.
Wilson had directed htm not to make
Strung up with a log chain to ths
the famous order operative.
rafters of a barn near Parmlngton,
Huerta,
General
That
preparing for Utah, the body of John 8. Morrow, a
a ' tisis in his dictatorship, has long Salt Lske laborer, wss found, ths
been planning to leave Mexico City man's head having been crushed In
with his troops and make a last stand with s hatchet. Walter Weston, who
at Puebla, midway between Mexico claims his home Is in Cameo. Colo.,
City and Vers Cms, was told Presi- his wife and child, seven years old,
dent Wilson by Nelson O'Sbaughnea-asy- . have been placed under survetilanosv
former charge of the American Weston is said to bars quarreled with
embassy in the Mexican capital.
Morrow.
Asserting that President Wilson
Claiming that if ths orders for hit
wsa more than Justified In refusing to deportation were carried out and ths
recognise Huerta as President of Mél- immigration authorities forced him
ico and that the United State must across the line he would be executed
not turn back until It baa established by the federal soldiers, Frederloo
Torres, son of s rebel general ope rat
constitutional government in that
Senator Owen startled the Sen lag with General Carranza, is being
at with a remarkable denunciation of held in the county Jail at San Diego,
( al
awaiting word from Washington
the Mexican dictator.
The President nominated Arthur as to bis disposition.
John J C. Smith, aa Is ventor whose
of Louisiana, now
secretary of the United H lutos em metal mixing process Is used In the
United States mints, died st bis home
baas at Tokio, to be envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary to In Paséele. N. J. He was seventy uius
'
years old.
Haiti.
.

Ballly-Ulancbar- d

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

CONDITION
ING

PEOPLE

Nawpaprr Cnlon Nari Sarvlre.
The fishing season opened May IS.
A Masonic lodge bat been organized
In Anthony.
The state penltenllnry at Santa Fe
now has J70 Inmates.
B. V. long has been appointed postmaster at East .as Vegas.
Spring shipments of cattle from

Santa Fe Estti
made by the bur
connection with t
United States Dei
tare, with compar

RESIGN TO BRING PEACE

aggregated 8,000 head.
.ow:
The annual convention of retail dealers will meet In Raton July 9 and 10.
WINTKR WHEAT
The Institute of Guadalupe county Planted area ahar
will be held at Santa Rosa June 25 to
h
July 11.
Condition Mar 1. '14
Hydrographers John R. Powers and
mini, in May l,
average
J. E. Qulnlin are at Cowles on
av.)
i

the

II

St.4S0.4JI

It

tt.6

.

-.

tit

7.000 tlO.000.000
dltlon report, bu.
estimate of
Final
yield. 2911. bu
51,000 511,51,000
M KA IKIWH (for hay)
90
94
Condition May 1. '14
Condition May 1.
.

average

PASTURES
Condition May
Condition May
SPF

Pecos

II

ll.l

0

ll.l

14

16 4

T

70.1

'14
1, 10- 1,

4

1914

10- valley and 100 in onions.
year average
71
W. ta Slate, an oil man, has secured' SPIUNU PLANTING
64 4
May 1, t14
dona
tl
leases on approximately M00 acres of
done May 1,
64. t
average
IT
land In th vicinity of Talban.
MAI
The Ernestine Mining Company of T T of old nrop1 on
4 41,100
7.110.000
farms May 1.
Silver City has named Frank W. VelaTons of old crop on
ron as agent succeeding R. P. Barnes.
farms Mar 1, 113 57,000 10.Slft.000
Tons of old crop on
Dennis Clifford has sold the Clifford
fsrms May 1. I'M 51.000 4.744.000
group of seven claims near Steins to
Gold and Silver Table Stolen.
Thomas Iester of Lordsburg, for
Santa Fe. The $1,000 New Mexico
At 1,200 feet the Carlsbad OH and gold and silver filigree tsbie inlaid
Gas Company struck more salt after with turquoise, garnets, onyx and othdrilling in limestone for about 73 er stones, exhibited at the World's
Fair at Chicago. St. Louis, Omaha and
feet.
other cities and preserved In the rooms
Antonio Valencia, convicted of first
the Woman's Board of Trade here,
degree murder In Eddy county for Uie of
No trace of the robber
killing of Simon Rodriguez, la to have waa stolen.
haa been found, despite the use of the
another trial.
penitentiary bloodhounds in the atOne carload of copper glance ahlpped tempt to track the thief. Ths table,
Mining made by the late Captain Fred Wlen-teg- e
recently by the Eighty-fivCompany of Lordsburg, netted $4,600
of this city, who waa killed In the
at the smelter.
Spanish-Americawar, was nationally
Gary Van Sickle was sentenced by famous, and the world's greatest JewJudge Lieb to be hung at Tucumcarl elers pronounced a marvel of workon June 26th ror the murder of Deputy manship. Its materials were all gathSheriff Anderson.
ered In Santa Fe county and it was
Senator Catron introduced In Con- engraved with historical designs.
gress a bill to authorize the Secretary
Insane Man Tries to Kill Wife.
of the Interior to lease allotted
lands for mining purposes.
Artesia. Thoroughly convinced that
John Boyd has filed suit in the Dis- three mortal enemies were after him
trict Court at Santa Fe tor $26,000 with rifles and another with a can of
for alleged injuries while working for gasoline with which he waa going to
him, J. B. Smith of Arthe Albuquerque and Cerrillos Cos! soak and br-rtesia, attempted to kill his wife and
Company.
aged father with a .30-3rifle, but was
Lakewood reports having recently
accomshipped GOO cines of the famous to- overpowered before he could
design. Smith suddenly bematoes grown In Eddy county to an plish bis
violently Insane after a six
El Paso firm. Other shipments are came
weeks' serious illness.
are to follow.
May a peddler peddle a map of New
Carrlzozo Woman Burned to Death,
Mexico without paying a peddler's liMrs. Lydla Harvey, the
Carrizoso.
cense? He may, according to a letter aged mother of County Clerk Albert H.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy Harvey, was burned to death here in a
wrote to an Inquirer.
fire which destroyed her ranch house
A lot of progressive men met st one mile south of town. The body of
Pecos and organized the Southwestern the woman was found near the back
Federation of Alfalfa Growers and door Indicating that she was overcome
Shippers, which annually ships over while fighting desperately to escape
12,000 cars of the great staple.
from the flames.
The Sociedad de Protection Mutual
Destructive Fire at Melrose.
de Benevolencia of Bernalillo, a nonMelrose. It Is believed an attempt
profit fraternal and benevolent organization, was Incorporated with Abellno was made to loot the First National
Bank of Melrose by Its destruction by
Lucero of Bernalillo aa president.

til

r.

St

$66,-00-

n

0

On the west side of the Pinos Altos
mountuins the Empire Zinc Co. Is
pushing development work on the
Cleveland and Utter group and large
bodies of sulphide ore are being
blocked out.
Chaves couuty has voted an appropriation of $2,000 for representation of

the county at the
exposition in San Diego. Chaves Is the
fourth county In the state to make an
appropriation.
Dick Polk of Melrose, lost s $4.600
stallion recently of pneumonia.
A determined fight will be waged
before the Legislature which meets
next January to bring about the
of New Mexico's higher educational institutions. Already three
propositions are being talked of.
The state corporation commission
received a letter from General Manager Mayo of the Globe Express Company announcing the restoration of
the former rate on bread, something
like $1.60 a hundred from Denver to
Santa Fe.
The Victor Smelting ft Mining
Company of Arizona was admitted to
do business In the state of New Mexico. The company's office In New
Mexico is at Doming wltb 'Frank K.
W'yman as agent. The company is capitalized at $2,000.000 of which
Panama-Californi-

n

Is paid up.

fire. Fifteen buildings were destroyed
entailing a los of $60,000. The Insurance carried wss $10,000. After the
fire It was found the vault of the bank
had been undermined.
Lordsburg Fire Destroys Buildings.
Lordsburg. Fire of unknown origin
awept through the business section of
this city, destroying the Roberts and
Leahy Mercantile Company's building
and partially destroying several other
small buildings.
Bones of Unknown Man Found.
Ros well. A death mystery which
may never be solved is that surrounding the finding of the bones, stripped
clesn. of an unknown man near Elk
ins, near the remains of a campflre.
The flesh had evidently been eaten
Whether
from the bones by coyotes.
the man was murdered, died In the big
blizzard of last winter or burned to
death In the campflre will likely never
be ascertained.

Foresters Get Certificate.
Fe. The stste corporation
commission has Issued a certificate of
authority to the Woman's Catholic Order of Forester, a social and Insurance order, with headquarters In Chicago and a strong branch at AlbuWomen

Santa

querque.

The adjutant general sent a 14 karct
gold medal to Can'Mn F. C. Blumiein
K. o.

Clovls,

which

is

awarded each year to the company
making the highest score at target
shooting on the range. The medal
bears the coat of arms of the state
and wilt be worn by the captain.
San Juan county has raised $4,000
for a highway and Frank Stapltn, W.
H. Chrlsman and A. C. Edwards appeared before the state board of road
commissioners ssklng for aid from the
state to assist the county in building
the highway.
Assistant Attorney General Ira L.
Grimabow hss handed down an opinion that the statutes forbid a justice
of the peace from taking cognizance
of or sitting In the trial of a case
wherein the defendant is a person related to htm within the second degree
of affinity.

Twenty-fou-

r

Divorce Cases.

Santa Fe. Twenty - four divorce
cases will come up at the session of
the District Court at Tierra Amarilla,
Rio Arriba county, which convenes on
June 1 with Judge hi. C. Abbott on the
bench.

Quiets Title to 77,000 Aeree.
District Judge Dsvid
Leahy has signed a decree quieting
title to 77.000 acres of land on the
Mora grant, settling satisfactorily to
all persons concerned the question of
ownership of this immense tract.
Lea Vegas.

Fourteen Horeel
rait
ten

Miller lost four head

MEDIATORS IN QUANDARY AS TO
WHO SHALL ACT A8 PRESIDENT PENDING ELECTION.

1

4Í.O0U
Hi

(1-y-

work.
New Mexico has Increased its population 56,000 since the laat census of
1910, or 14,000 a year.
Duff Jones, small son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Jones of Kenna, died from
the bite of a rattlesnake.
Something like 1,200 acres will be
In

United
tales.

H

ar

g

MEXICAN ENVOYS AUTHORIZED
TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS TO
A. B. C. CONFERENCE.

f

Waatarn Nlirapaprr

i

stresm-measurln-

OFFERS TO QUIT

OF WINTER
PLANT18 93 PER CENT.

Bureau of Statistics Forecasts Yield
of 937,000 Bushels In State
From Present Conditions.

WMtffffi

planted to cantaloupes

GENERAL HUERTA

WANTED THE
Theatrical Magnate

e

Mtandla af Wrstrra
Clubs
Danven
8t. Joseph
Bloux City
Des Moines
Wichita
Lincoln
Omaha

record-breakin-

WASHINGTON.

WHEAT IN NEW MEXICO

Lightning,
en horses
ing the big
s Otto had
h and Uuck

Waatarn hUwapapar Union Naara Service.

Washington. General Huerta hss
authorized the Mexican mediation
delegates to submit his resignation, in
esse auch a course Is found necessary
to s settlement In peace negotiations.
This was stated positively in dispatches from a thoroughly competent
diplomatic iource In Mexico City to
one of the foreign representatives
here and confirms Intimations given
by friends of the delegates here.
According to this Information from
Mexico City General Huerta at first
authorized the delegates to discuss
only the question of the Tamplco conflict leading to the American occupation of Vera Cruz. I Ater the Mexican
alctator, It Is explained, came to recognize the necessity of a broaaer settlement, and then conveyed to ths
delegates assurances that he was prepared to step down should this course
be found necessary by them.
The problem causing chief concern
to diplomats in Mexico City now Is
that of the form of administration to
be, established during the ii.terregnum
before n constitutionally elected president could assume office. No intimations concerning the nsme of a possible successor to Huerta were contained In the dispatch, this subject being one in which It would be necessary to consult the opinion of Constitutionalists and other leaders In

STAGE

FILLED

Evidently Cared

More for Effect Than for Accuracy
of Production.

The production of great dramas was
His great talent was
success, snd bis weakness was that
hs always liked to "show off" when hs
He wss
was rehearsing s plsy.
in the hsblt of sitting far back In
the darkened theater, and whenever
a stranger came In to see the r
work he pat hlmslf ln.tht
hears
foreground by Jumping to his feel
snd bawling out the actors and so
tresses. When he wss putting on s
big production of "The Holy City-thrfriends of his entered the the-ste-r
one afternoon to see the drest
rhearssl. As soon as they hsd sst
down the producer began to fidget
In hts seat. He wast consumed by the
old fever for prominence. He wanted the visitors to see thst he was the
bos of everything. There were 11
men on the stags, which wss unusually large.
"Who are those men on
ths stage T" he called out to his stage
manager in s thunderous
roiee.
"That's one of the big scenes of the
play," the manager said humbly.
'Those men are the 12 disciples."
"Oh, well." shouted the impresario
imperiously, "go out and get 11 more.
"That's s big stage, snd we want to
his business.

I

ee

fill It up."

New Modern Dancing

Tba iaals Basalt and Ina tractor la Haw tort
Ollr, wrltaa: "Daar Sir: I bara aaad ALUS
VOOT-Satba autlaaptlo poader to ba shaken lab
tba abaaa, for tba paat tan raara. It li a blaaalac to
all who ara compelled to ba on tbaw faat. I Sanaa
boars daily, and Sod that ALUM'S
lht or tan leapt
rooT-Bas- s
mr faat eooU takaa tba frtcUoa
from tba a boa. praranu oomi an Bora, Achlnf faat
1 reoommftnd it to all Mr papila."
(StsaaS)
flJrrOBBB halla atona
templaran. Addroaa Allan
tod. La Bor.H.T.

a

Admito She Is Fat.
Stella Mayhew is fat Just plain
fat This Is the term she herself applies to her avoirdupois, without trying to disguise It aa "plump" or
"stout" And she doesn't mind Joking
with herself shout It
On a certain occasion she was letting her sudlsnes Into a fsw of her
secrets.
"I hare tried everything recommended to reduce," she admitted, "but
Mexico.
Supreme Court Justice Lamar and I keep on getting fatter. Why, there
Frederick W. Lehmann, who will rep- isn't a thing I read about guaranteed
resent the United States st the Pesce to take off flesh, that I don't try."
At this paute a woman seated in
Conference at Niagara Falls, Ontario,
the second row, who had made herself
left Washington Tuesday morning.
"The Huerta delegates never will conspicuous by several remarks duragree to the selection for provisional ing Miss Mayhew's talk, inquired:
"Did you ever try poison T" St
President of any of the ConstitutionLouis
a
military
who
man
men," said
alist
had a long talk with the Huerta repKickers.
resentatives here.
"It Is said thst sn acre of good fish"They want some one, however, for
provisional President who will guar- ing ground will produce more food in
antee a fair election to all parties con- a week then an acre of land will procerned, and who has not been a mili- duce in 12 months," said the New
Yorker.
tary partisan."
"And yet" replied the Long Island
This view coincided with that obtained from other persons who had In land operator, "men will kick when
formal talks with the Huerta dele they find the lots they've bought covgates here. The three Mexicans did ered with water."
not divulge the nsture of their long
Cold-Da- y
Declaion.
conference with Huerta before their
Tommlo, would you rather
Father
departure.
go to the show and split your sides,
or go to the wood pile and split some
Promises to Avenge Parks' Death.
Waahlngton. Mexico has promised wood.?
Tommie If
the same to
to svenge the death of Private Parka. you, father, I'd It's Justsplit
the differThe Brazilian minister notified the ence and alt hererather
by the fire.
State Department of the promise from
Huertas secretary of foreign affairs
Their Share.
thst he will punlah the men guilty of
"I see where fashionables had a
killing
If
finds
the
murder
Parks'
he
horse back tea In Waahlngton. I wonactually took place within the Mexican der If the horses got any of
it?"
federal lines at Vera Cruz.
"Oh, I guess each horse there had a
bit"
Ohio Coal Miners Called on Strike.
Columbus, Ohio. Orders declaring
After Thought.
s strike of all coal miners In Ohio
Sonny Pa, what is a rear guard T
Diswent out from headquarters of
Pa A patch on the seat of a boy's
trict No. 6, United Mine Workers of trousers.
America, here. Miners' official also
began paying strike benefits of $3
LIVING ADVERTISEMENT
per week to every member of the or- Qlow of Health Speaks for Postum.
ganization. The mines have bean
closed since April 1 by orders of the
It requires no scientific training to
operators. The strike will affect ap- discover whether coffee disagrees or
proximately 50,000 coal miners.
not
Simply stop it for a time and us
Postum In place of It then note the
ONE DEAD IN PUEBLO FLOOD.
beneficial effects. The truth will apProperty Loas Plsced at 9300,000 ss pear.
"Six years ago I was in a very bad
Result of Cloudburst.
Pueblo. After having claimed a condition." writes a Tenn. lady. "I
toil of one life and caused damage es- suffered from Indigestion, nervoustimated at $300,000, the flood waters ness snd Insomnia.
"I was then an inveterate coffee
of the Fountain river receded rapidly
drinker, but it was long before I could
snd serious danger seemed passed.
The only known victim of the flood be persuaded that it wss coffee that
was William Cassldy, 51 years old, hart me. Finally I decided to leave It
a sine smelter employe. His body was off a few days sad find out the truth
"The first morning I left off coffee
found on an Island opposite the Clay-poo- l
ranch, two miles east of the city I hsd s raging headache, so I decided
I must have something to take ths
limits. '
The body was brought to Pueblo, place of coffee." (The headache was
by the reaction of the coffee
and wss Identified by William Huy-ser- , caused
drug- - caffeine.)
a friend of the dead man.
"Having heard of Postum through s
Railroad traffic In and oat of Pueblo Is tied up. The Missouri Pacific friend who used It I bought a package
snd Santa Fé bridges east of the city and tried it I did not like It at first
limits are gone, while the Denver A but after I learned how to make it
Rio Grande and the Santa Fs each right, according to directions on pkg .
lost severs! miles of track in the vi- I would not change back to coffee for
cinity of Butte, twenty-fivmiles anything.
"When I began to use Postum I
north of Pueblo.
Numerous automobile parties thai weighed only 117 lbs. Now I weigh
were marooned near Colorado Springi 170 and ss I have not taken any tonic
towed their machines Into town. Nc in thst time I can only attribute my
preaent good health to the us of Posserious accidents were reported.
tum in plsce of coffes.
There were many narrow escapes
"My husband says I am a living adfrom death, but it is believed the only
'
vertisement
for Poatum."
loss of lit was that of Cassldy.
Name given by the Postum Co, Bat
Ue Creek, Mich,
Man snd Two Children Drowned.
Postum now comes in two forms:
Sheridan, Wyo. William McKlnney,
Regular Postum
must be well
a rancher, aged forty-five- ,
and his two boiled. 15c and 16c packages
children, five and nine, were drowned
Instant Postum is a soluble pow,
dor.
In the Tongue river.
teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
U. 8. Troops to Remain in Colorado.
snd sugar, make a delicious bever-agWaahlngton.--PresideInstantly 30c and 60c tins.
Wilson will
Ths cost psr cup of both kinds Is
not withdraw the federal troops from
about tbe same.
Colorado "for the present." This vs
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
ssured at ths White House
sold by Grocers, y
Post-Dispatc-

e

nt
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Mr. Vamay, wife of a Confederate
onm O"
nM
nd another la
K2
yin from wound. She reluctantly
nivel
her
for Wilfred, the youngest, to
loin the army If hla father consents. The
faderala are making their laat assault
to
Richmond. Edith
varney 'ffort
aecures cPtu"i
from President Davla a
ojmhilaalon for Capt. Thorn, who Is Just
recovering

from wounds, as chief of the
Richmond. Capt. Thorne
tells""SBÍi.!ha haa been ordered
away.
Bne declare he must not go and telle
mm of the commission from the praal-- ,
ta
trangly agitated and de- he cannot accept Thome decide
to
cape while Edith leaves
the room to
get the commlselon. but Is prevented
by
th arrival of Carolina Mltford. Wilfred'
sweetheart. Mr Arrelaford of the
aervlc. a rejected ultor
.cret
detects Jonaa, Mr. Varney'
butler rmrrviwm
i
I?
Pson. Arrelsford suspect It
irnum lor i nornc The note reajla
"Attack loniant. pian i ttm t.i
graph " ArreTsfnrtl
)apa roA
i..
i.'..,,
i
Jiewis Dumnnl ef th
service, and that his brother Henry I a
"
"
Til.,
Mini reruses to he
hat Thorn be con
i..JSndwuh h Prisoner
ÍT0"',0
as a test
ano wurred collaborate on
a let- permission for
aklng
. 0 J1""?;1 army.
WruSJ
W. L.
J n,
An order coma
'or wurred to
port to th""Vfront at one.
Con-lííí?,- 1

,

m
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CHAPTER

VIII.

"No."
"You had been away

Dood, Mbao ano Coipamv

8VNOM

.,..,,,.

BY

evident that he was pleased. Some
of his satisfaction was due to the fact
that he had by hla own efforts at last
succeeded In unearthing a desperate
plot, and had his bands on the plotter. That he waa thereby serving his
country and demonstrating his fitness
for his position of responsibility and
trust also added to hla satisfsctlon,
but this was greatly enhanced by th
fact that Thorn waa hla rival, and he
could make a gueaa (hat he waa a sue
cesaful rival In love as well as In

war.
"You have never pleased before,"
persisted Edith. "Hundreds of aus
picious oases have come up hundreds
or men have been run down but you
preferred to sit at your desk In the

war department, until"
iwmni
Kdlth!" lnterposfcd

ra trier.

mere, this way, Mrs. Varney - said
Arrelaford. taking that lady by the
arm and going down to the far end to
the door covered by the portieres.
The two disappeared, and it' was
Impossible for a soul to sea them In
the darkness of the hall, although they
could see clearly enough, even In the
dimly lighted drawing room, everything that would happen. Edith stood
as I' noted to the floor, the naner atlll
In ,
uand, when Thorno opened the
saah which she had closed behind her
and entered in his turn the window
through which she had come a short
time before. He atepped eagerly toward her.
"You were so long," he whispered,
"coming for me, that " He stopped
abruptly and looked at her faca, "is
anything the matter?"

her

"I cant discuss that now," said Ar- reisrord.
no. we win not discuss 1L I will
nave nothing more fcl do with the affair "
"Tou won't," whispered Arrelaford
threateningly.
"Don't say that," urged Mrs. Var-

aucb a long

time that I thought"
"Only a few minutas."
"Only a few years," said the man
passionately. Hla voice waa low and
gently modulated, not because ha had
anything to conceal but becauae of the
softnesss of the moonlight and the few
candles dimly flickering upon the
walls of the great room, the look In
the girl's eyas, and th feeling In his
heart, A few minutes, the girl had said
Ah, It was Indeed a few years to

him.

he salí casualty, "hut it Is a
dark In here With your permission.
I will light some of the
candles on the
tabla, and then we can see what It la"
He took one of the candlea from the
sconces on the wall and lighted tha
candelabra that stood on the nearest
table. Holding the paper near th
light, ha glanced around rapidly, and
then read It, giving no outward evidence of his surprise and alarm, although th? girl was now watching him
narrowly. He glanced at her and then
looked at the paper again, and slowly
reaa aioud its message

nunca ronignir

do said

oner.

claimed
prise.

prisoner " ho ex
brilliantly aasumed sur

witiK.ee
In

ia,

one captured today.
He Is
down at Llbby now. He gave It to one
Of our servants, old Jonas, and
mats a little different," aald

i name,
examining the paper again
"It puts another face on the mutter.
Thla may be something Important 'At
taca toniKht.
he read again, " "Plan
3. use tel. graph!'
This sounds Important to me. Miss Varney. It looks
to me like a piot to use the depart
ment telegraph linea. To whom did
Jonas glve It?"

"If It was a fw years to you." re
turned the girl with a violent effort
"To no one."
at lightness, although her heart waa
"Well, how did you "
torn to placea with the emotions of
"We took It away from him,"
the moment, "what a lot of time there swered Edith.
Is."
This waa a very different statement
"No." said Thorne, "there Is only to- from her original Intention, but
for
night."
tne moment the girl forgot her part.
Edith threw out her hand to check
un," said Thorne, "I think that
what she would fain have heard, but was a mistake."
Thorne caught It He came cloaer to
"A mistake?"
her.
"Yaa."
"There's only tonight, aud you In
"But why T"
the world," be said.
"You should have let him deliver It
"You overwhelm me."
but it is too late now. Never mind."
I can t help myself.
I came here He turned toward the door.
determined not to tell you how I loved
Edith caught him by the arm. Waa
you, and for the laat half hour I have he going out to certain death or what?
been telling you nothing else. I could
"What are you going to do?" sha
tell you all my lite and never finish. aaked breathlessly.
Ah, my darling, my darling there's
"Find Jonas, and make htm tell for
only tonight and yon."
whom this paper was Intended.
He is
Edith swayed toward him for a mo- the man we want."
ment, completely influenced by hla
girl
The
released nlm, and caught
ardor, but then drew back.
her throat with her hand.
"No, no," ahe faltered.
"Captain Thome," she choked out,
"You
mustn't" She glanced around the and there was joy and triumph In her
room apprehensively.
"No, no. not face, "they have lied about you."
now!"
Thome turned to her quickly.
"You are right." said the man. She
"Lied
bout me!" be exclaimed.
dragged herself away from him. He "What do you mean?"
would not retain her against her will,
He caught the girl's hands In hla
and without a struggle he releaaed her and bent over her.
hand. "You are right. Don't mind
"Don't be angry," pleaded Edith. "I
what I aald, Miss Varney. I have for- didn't think it would be like thla."
gotten myself, believe me." He drew
"Yes, yes, but what do you mean?"
Kdlth sought to draw her hands
further away from her. "I came to
away from him, but Thorne would not
make a brief call, to say good-by-

Continued.
there yetT" ney.
"Nothing, nothing, at all." said
"
"Yea
Edith.
"Where la the keyT"
"At your own suggestion. Miss VarMrs. Varney left the room and went
ney," persisted the secret service
to the door.
agent vehemently, "I agreed to accept
"It la on this aide," ahe said.
a plan by which we could criminate
"Will you lock It, pleaae?"
The woman softly turned the key this friend of yours or establish his
la the lock, and returned to tiie draw- innocence. When everything Is ready
ing room without a sound. As she you propose to withdraw and make
did so the noise of the opening of one the experiment a failure, perhaps alof the long French windows In the lowing him to escape altogether and
front of the room attracted the atten- being a party to treason against your
tion of both of them. Edith Varney own country."
Edith looked from Arrelsford's set
entered the room nervously and
face, with his bitter words, the truth
atepped forwai-d- .
She began breath of
which she was too just not to ac- leaaly, In a low. feverlahly excited
xnowiedge. ringing In her ears, to the
voice.
face of her mother. It was a sweet
"Mam ma!"
Mrs. Varney hurried toward her and face, full of sympathy and love, but It
was set In the same way as the man's
caught her outstretched hand.
be denied.
"I want to speak to you," whispered The patriotism of the woman was and"
"I must know," be said.
He
aroused.
The
kind
turned
and
of
help
walked
toward
the
Edith
that
girl.
the
me go," pleaded the girl, "don't
"Let
door,
wanted
hall
in
her
after
making
mother's
low
look
a
her
bow.
did
she
"We can't wait," said Arrelsford.
not And there.
and It was not without a feeling of Joy you understand "
stepping forward.
But what she might have aald furth"You musn't do this, Edith: you that ahe noticed that he walked un
"You must," persisted the girl. She
er was Interrupted by the sharp, stern
must do your part," said Mrs. Varney. steadily, blindly.
turned to her mother again, "I can't
'Oh, Captain Thorne," she said, lust voice of the corporal outside. Ha
i ne resolution of the girl gave way.
do it, I can't! Oh, let me go!"
spoke loud and clearly, there was no
la there," she faltered nlteotia- - as be reached the door, "1 "
"But, my dear," said her mother, ly,"He
necessity for precaution now.
He stopped and looked back.
"he Is there at the further end of
you were me one who suggested
"This way! Look out for that aide,
tne veranda. What more do you want
you go I want to aak your
"Before
"
that
will you?"
of me?" Her voice rose In spite of advice about something."
"But I was sure then, and now- -"
My advice?"
her efforts to control herseir.
Thorne releaaed the hands of the
"Haa he confessed?" asked Mrs
"Call him to the room, and do U
"Yea, it seems to be a military mat- woman he loved and stood listening.
Varney.
Edith Varney took advantage of such
naturally. If anyone elae should do It ter, and "
"No, no," answered the girl with a
he would suspect something Immedi"What la It?" aaked Thorne, turning a diversion to dart through the upper
glance of fear and apprehension to- ately
door, the nearer one, Into the hall
back.
and be on his guard."
ward Arrelsford, who stood staring
"Very well," said the girl helpleasly
"I don't want to be here now," sh
do you think this means?"
"What
menacingly at her elbow.
"I will call him."
said, as ah flew away.
"Don't speak so loud." whispered
She turned toward the window.
Thome's hand went to his revolver
the secret service agent.
which bung at bis belt He had not
"Walt," said Arrelsford, "one thing
, "Edith," said her mother soothingI want him to
more.
time to draw It before tha
have this paly, "what Is It that has changed you?" per."
and the two men burst through the
He handed Edith the communis
8he waited for an answer, but none cation which
door.
There were evidently others
had been taken from
carne. The girl's face had been very Jonas
outside Thome's hand fell away from
earlier In the evening.
pale, but It now flushed suddenly with ' "What
bis revolver, and his position was one
am to do with this?" aaked
color.
of charming nonchalance.
the girl, taking it
"Dear," said her mother, "you must
'
Out here!" cried the corporal to
Give it to him, and tell him where
tell me."
one of the soldiers. "Look out there!"
It came from Tell him old Jonaa got
Edith motioned Mr. Arrelsford away It from a prisoner at Llbby
pointing to the doorway
prison and
through
He went with
Impatience brought It to you."
which the two men Instantly disap
to the far side of the room and waited
peared.
"But why am I to do this?" asked
nervously to give the signal, anxious the girl.
"What
Is u. corporal
asked
lest something should miscarry be
' Why
Thorne composedly.
If he Is Innocent, what's
not?
cause or this unfortunate unwilling-nes- the barm? If not. If he Is
The
corporal turned and saluted
in the plot
of the girl to play her part.
"Prisoner, air, broke out of Libbv!
and we can't catch blm otherwise, the
"What la It, dear?" whispered her message on the paper will
We've run him down the street, and
send him
Uiotber.
to the telegraph office tonight, and
be turned In here somewhere.
If he
"Maiiima," said Edith, she forced that's where we
comes In that way. would you be good
want blm."
the words out, "he he loves me."
euvugn o lei us Know;
"But I never promised thst," said
"Impossible." returned Mrs. Var- the girl with obvious
"Go on. corporal," said Thome cool
reluotance to do
ney, controlling her voice so that the anything
ly
"I'll took out for this window."
not only that might tend to
other occupant of the room could not harm the suspected, but that might
He stepped down the long room tohear.
ward the far window, drew tha
wont to the furtherance of Arrcla
. "Yea." faltered the glr;, "and I
tains, and with his band on his re
ford's designs.
afjfome one else must do It."
volver, peered out loto the
"Do you still believe htm Innocent?'
be"You don't mean." said Mrs. Var- sneered the man.
Prisoner, Sir, Broke Out of tlbby." yond the front of the house. trees
ney, "that you return "
(TO Be CONTINUED.)
Kdith lifted her head and for the said the girl, handing blm the folded
But Mr. Arrelaford'a patience had first time she looked
Arrelsford
full In dispatch.
been strained to the breaking point. the face.
Th Difference In Men.
She had Intended to look him full in
He did not know what Interchange
On man will settle down Into tha
"I atlll believe him innocent," an- the faoe as be took It, but at the
laat
waa going on between the two women, swered the girl slowly
and with delib- moment her courage failed her. She routine of his calling, digging tha
but It must be stopped. He came for- erate emphasis.
ruts deeper each day. until ha loses
away
looked
and did not see the Inward resolutely. The girl aaw his
"Then why are you afraid to give stant but quickly mastered start of power to see out from them. Another, In the sam vocation, shows an
determination In his face.
him the paper?" asked Arrelsford. di- surprise. She was only coosctous
that ability to make each day s work a
"No, no," ahe whispered, "not that, rectly with cunning adroltneaa.
Thorne hsd possessed himself of the source of new growth in power
not cow!"
and
The gtrl. thua entrapped, clasped document.
In appreciation.
She shrank away from him as she the paper to her breast,
So. one person will
and
turned
Is
"What
It?"
asked
holding
Thorne.
rest passively on the fact of soma
poke.
toward the window. Her mind waa It In his hand.
love or friendship,
Hut. Kdlth." said
Mrs.
Varney, made up, but It waa not neceaaary for
la what
you
"That
want
to tall and thus lose, attar a time, the beau"more reason now than ever."
her to call. Her ear, tuned to every me," buuI the girl.
ty of the relationship and
"I don't know what you are talking sound he made, caught the
meanof
"Oh, don't you know?" said Thorne, ing It once possessed for the
bout," said Mr. Arrelsford. "but we hla footfall on the porch 8benoise
bis Ilia;
turned
now
entirely maater of himself.
while anothor actively woo th lor
must go on."
her head and spoke to the other two.
"No." answered the girl, but there o( hla friend every day. and so
"But why why are you doing thrs?"
finds
"Captain Thome Is coming," she was something In bar volca which
asked Edith, pleading desperately.
whispered expresslonlessly, "unless fully aroused the suspicions of now a deep, ever opening below deep In
the
the
relationship,
with an svar fraah
"Because I please," snapped out the you want to be seen, you had better man.
realisation or tha truth and wondr
secret service agent, and It waa quite go."
"It appears to be a note from some of life
hdward Howard Qriggs.
"Are those women
he asked peremptory jr.
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For Handu Bous and
Girls to Make and Do
X
(Copyright by A. Neety Hall

CORK TOY8 FOR THE BATHTUB.

A

POSTCARD COLOR9COPE.
e

with which to do the cutting (Fig. 2).
Draw a head and neck upon a piece
of cardboard, using Fig. l as a pattern to copy from, and cut a slit In
the round face of one of the halves of
the cork, as Indicated by dotted Unas
in Fig. 1, for the lower edge of the
cardboard neck to fit Into.
The turtle (Fig. 3) Is built upon a
plcklebottle cork.
The head la a
piece of cardboard, with eyes marked
upon It In Ink, and the feet are four
other plec-- H of cardboard.
Faaten
the head and feet to the upper face of
the cork, near the edge, with a couple

cut a slot about
(B. Fig. 2).

carpet-tack(Fig 4)
The tall Is a short pleca of twine
fastened to the cork with a tack directly oppoeite the head. Make the
shell out of a piece or stiff paper, folding It Into the shape shown In Fig. 6,
and lapping the ends.
The little raft (Ftg. 6) Is made of
two halves of a split cork, faatened
aide by side by means of pins.
The houseboat shown In Fig 8 Is
built npon a cardboard platform
mounted upon four corks, one at each
comer.
The little house Is made of stiff
writing-paper- ,
cut to the pattern

post-card-

BBS

ISP

s

ROOF

Side

Inch wide

Figures 3 and 4 show how to make
the bolder for the picture
s
that are to be viewed. The dotted lines In Fig. 4 show where to
bend over the edges to form grooves
for the pictures to slide into.
The color screen, shown In detail
In Figs. 6 and 6, is of a cardboard disk
about twelve Inches in diameter.
Three openlnga of an equal sice should
be cut in this disk, with straps left between them Just wide enough to hold
the center In place, and a rim around
them wide enough to be rigid (Fig. 6).
Get three pieces of tissue paper red,

I

or pins or long

one-quart-

End

7

yellow and green. If possible, and
paste them over tho openings in the
disk as shown in Fig. 6. Then punch
a
hole through the
center of the disk, and fasten a small
spool over the hole for a
hub To the outer edge of the rim
fasten a common thread spool for a
handle.
For mounting the disk upon the box,
you need a stick shaft, and a hola
must be punchad through each side
of the box, In the position shown at
D (Fig. 2), for thla shaft to run
through.
To operate the colorscope. slip a
postcard Into the holder and drop the
sllk-tbrea-

floor

1

shown in Fig.

RESPONSIBLE

FOR THE SLUM

Society Can Not Ignore Its Share of
Blame Whan th
Facts Are
Brought to tight of Day.

Children work out their destiny
along the lines of auvlronment If
two Infants, one horn In a slum hovel
and the other la a palace, ware
on the day of birth, each
would work out hla destiny In accor-teac- e
with his surroundings. The
.spUd o' th hovel would era up to

the palace. The child of the palace youth. Its duty, In
would remain on the level of the slum Is ' to Inflict punishment.
A part of
boval.
this
duty, however,
While a noted physician was making Is to prevent (he growth
of murderers
these, statements before a body of In so far as society
allows slums to
learned colleagues, a Jury In Chicago exist and other degrading Influences
round three boys, aged consecutively to be fostered. It Is
not without
aaventeen, eighteen and nineteen responsibility for the criminal.
years, guilty of murder and convicted
them to long terms In prison. The
Strange Guests at St. Osraard.
slayers, ware all slum products. Their
An enormous flock of swallows was
youth saved tham from banging
' overtaken by a heavy snowstorm near
Society cannot afford to wax senti- the famous Hospice of St.
In
mental ovar a murderer becauae of his tha Alps laat winter. WhenBernard
tha good

9
This pattern shows
of the house, and must
tba blrda, they opened th
be marked out twice.
The dlmen
doors and windows of their buildlag alona of the house may be w ha level
that the little feathered strangers you wish to make them, the only Immight have shelter
portant thing to look out for being
All the rooms ware crowded with to make tha walla short enough so
them, thousands remaining until son- there will be space on tha platform
ría. The next day proved fin and around tha house for a walk. Cu(
tha guests pursued their way toward along the solid lines, and fold along
Italy
This is vary plaaaant to learn, tha dotted linea. Tba portion
but It saddens one to know that a vast tha end place Is a doorway, and IsD on
out
number of lesa fortunate blrda falla
along one side and top, and folded
to reach (he Hospice and were found along the
third adga. for a door. Tha
dead in the snow by the tauderheartad portions .arked W are
window
brother

monks saw

'

By A. NEELY HALL.
By DOROTHY PERKINB.
Ducks, swans, turtles and boats of
With the home-maddifferent patterns for floating in the shown In Fig 1 you can colorscope
make
bathtub, furnish fun by the hour, and
picture cards appear colored,
they are toys which are aaally made. and colored
cards In colors other than
For the duck (Fig. 1) get a medium those In which they have
been printed.
sisad tapered cork, and split It In half
A shoe box forms the colorscope
from end to end, using a sharp knife case, and Fig. 2 shows
how the box
and its cover should be prepared.
Cut the opening A In one side of the
box, near one end, making It about
thre Inches wide by the full depth of
the box. Then from the rim of the
oover cut a piece of corresponding
width, in the right position to come
directly ovct the opening in the side
of the box. Across the top of the
cover, at the same end of the cover
that opening A has been cut through.

e

1

ttttfl t

very

deliberately. "Umph, 'Plan 3? Attack
tonight, plan !' This seems to be In
some cede, Miss Varney, or a pussle."
it was taken from a Yankee pris

rium

I

but

one-ha- lf

holder through the slot In the box
cover; then stand beside a window,
with the aide of the box on which the
disk is mounted turnad toward tha
light; look through the pair of holes
in tha and of tha box, and turn th
dlak handle so aa to allow tha light
to pass through each of tha thre
piece of colorad tissue paper
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A few yearn ago a gift of $1,000.(
for any benevolent object was a B
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the aim of every publisher of every coun
try weekly newspaper to so strengthen ami solidify him
self and his paper with his patrons by statements of facts
in his writings and in his advertisements that there could
le no possible shadow of doubt. The public will soon
learn to rely upon what they see and read when once convinced that the plain truth has been stated. It is not well
NO. 80
NO. 60
NO. 92
NO.
to overstate any fact in advertising even, and all goods
should be sold at the advertised price neither more or
per quart f
per ()iiart 70c
per quart 70c
quart fi.oo
less. The public cannot be deceived very long, for the
"worm" has been known to "turn." In other words, the These inks are a guaranteed product, it flows freely, does not gum
country paper should be very far from indulging in anyand is made for a hi(h and dry climate. "It's All Write."
thing that smacks of yellow journalism, for there is noth- Globe-WernicOffice Furniture and Supplies
ing that reads quite so well as a storv reciting the plain
truth. Publishers Auxiliary.
Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved SecThe plain truth, gentle reader, is the exact word that
tional Book Cases and Unifiles
is a thorn in the eye of every honest New Mexico publisher who knows more of existing conditiohs and can say less
than the lowest of tourists. It is not a pleasure to run a
Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
paper in New Mexico with the present libel law tacked on
the editorial sanctum door on the one side and the postal
Brushes, etc., Carbons and Typerules on the other, to say what constitutes a newspaper.

It should

be

1

I

ke

Typewriter

Holding Our Own
So much has been said and written about the present
condition of the country that it seems more of a fallacy
than the truth to say that Cimarron is holding her own.
While it is not to be construed that conditions are flourishing here yet it is not to be thought that things are going
down hill, on the contrary, the prospects are such that the

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company

future is very bright.
We have not much to "brag" about at a time when
conditions all over are just nip and tuck, unless it is our
climate, and of that there is a
It cannot
be crated and shipped out. It is one of our permanent fixtures; in fact it is the most valuable asset we have in the
state; the one that brings the greatest returns for the least
investment.
super-abundanc-

e.

Victoriano Auerta, áfter realizing his state of helplessness, has decided to resign from the presidency of Mexico,
providing the board of mediators asks for his resignation.
Huerta should have come to this conclusion several months
ago, and saved him much trouble. He is so much like a
New Mexico burro that he was accorded the same

NEW

"GARDEN

OF

EDEN'

Recent Discoveries Seem to Prove
That Lower California Wae the
8lte of First Paradle.
The skeleton of a pygmy at leaat
two hundred thousand years old. Just
unearthed near Los Angeles, Is expected to send
theories of anthropological science crashing Into the ash heap with other exploded beliefs, and probably prove that
the Oarden of Eden was In Lower California. Scientists who have examined
the And of Frank 8. Daggett, head of

the California museum's research department at exposition park In Loe
AngeleB, see In the bones a cold fact
that shatters the heretofore generally
accepted "uncontrovertible" dogma
of scientists who have tinkered with
the earth's crust In an attempt to solve
the riddle of the universe.
General Coxey could not have chosen a worse time for Professor Daggett
has been directhis march to Washington. With real armies clashing in ing a force of workmen In the La Brea
asphalt bede in their labor of digging
Colorado and Mexico, the papers have but little time and for extinct
animal specimens.
The
space for mere notoriety seekers. It's a miracle that the dwarf's skeleton, which is only three
feet two Inches long, was
famous donkey hasn't kicked on being abjsed in these try- In an admirable state of dlHcovered
perfection
within one hundred yards of the fashing times when it should be well taken care of.
ionable Wllshlre boulevard.
That a race existed of which modOhio newspapers brag about the fact that nobody ern man knows nothing end which
roamed the American continents ages
starved in the Buckeye state last year. That's nothing; before the earliest date
assigned to
the moat ancient remains dug up by
neither do they in Mexico as long as Uncle Sam has a hand scientists,
Is the belief of Professor
in the affair.
Daggett and his associates after
close study of the pygmy bones and a
comparison of them with other famous
Geo. Berringer editor of the Raton Reporter 22 years collections.
"I am confident," said Professor Dagof its 27 years existence, is again at the helm of the paper gett,
"that long before man appeared
to take the position vacated by Byron Connell, who has In the countries of the old world a
race thronged the section
been editor for a little more than a year. At a meeting of diminutive
now occupied by Los Angeles and Its
the directors this week a change in the editorial manage- environs. There, I believe, was the
of the human race, the Garden
ment was advisable. The policy of the paper did not meet home
of Eden, I might say.
with the approval of many prominent Democrats in Raton
"The moment we uncovered the
skeleton I was beside myself with joy,
and Colfax County.
because In those bones I saw proof of
my theory that the American contt
nent was peopled prior to the time ef
You may not be able to look upon the past with much Adam and the creation as referred to
satisfaction, but you should remember that the past has In the Ulule. The bones will also
the theory that the first people
nothing to do with the present. It is only the future that tohatter
inhabit this continent came from
can influence us for good or evil. Choose to do right to- Asia."
Professor Daggett Is jealously guardday and tomorrow will take care of itself. Evil will come ing his remarkable find, believing himself a steward acting In the interests
without being fostered, but the good must be cultured to of
the whole world of science, so imbring the maximum reward.
portant does he regard his discovery.

Legal Notices

Men of Millions Have Shown T
Recognize the Duty of
Benevolence.

and the sense
use of wealth
who
lent
If
few

gave $1.000,00(1 or more to benevo-

purposes.
a full list of these were printed
would be able to tell on what ob
Jects the majority of these gifts were
bestowed, so common have great gifts
to benevolent purpnees become.
The amount in the aggregate of
gifts during the yeur, as far as
ed, was
Of this, $170,
iioo.ooo was for education, and
pur000 for rcliciou!
and eharltsbl
record-00,000-

poses. Including missions.
The largest beneficiary was the Metropolitan Museum of Arts in New
York city, which received $23. 000,000,
Including an art collection valued at
$15.000,000 from the Benjamin Altman
estate, a collection of arms valued at
$6,000.000 from W. M. Biggs, and the
whole estate of J. M. Hammond, the

typewriter manufacturer, estimated at
ThlB does not Include what

$3,000,000.

the museum

AVISO

Rancho de Vermejo situado en el
Condado de Colfax. Nuevo Mexico, como
esta registrado en el ofencina del secretario de el Condado de Colfax de la compañía
de el Maxwell Land Grant a Mary W.
Bartlelt el dia 5 de Mayo, 1902 y el dia
73 de Septiembre, es uu preservo de caza
y pascado bajo las eyes de Nuevo México
y las licencias dado. Bajo dicho licencias
todos animales, pájaros y pescados de cara son la propiedad del dueño y no darán
permiscios para cazar en dioho raucho de
Vermejo sin permicion escrito del dueño.
William H. Bartlett.
HI

may receive from the
collection of J. Plerpont
Morgan, part of which Is now on loan
exhibition In the museum.
Probably the next largest beneficiary
of the year la tfie foundation for charNOTICE
itable purposes established by John D.
Rockefeller, chartered in the state of
The Vermejo Ranch having been made
New York. The amount Is not named, a game and fish preserve
under the laws
and ultimately may exceed the gifts to of Ihe State of New Mexico,
and as it dethe museum.
$60,000,0 00

The

$10,000.000

given

by Andrew

Carnegie for u charitable foundation
In his native town, Dunfermline, Scotland, cornea next. The gifts of Oliver
H. Payne, of $4,250,000 to Cornell university, and Robert P. Doremus, estimated at under $5,000,000, to Washing
ton and Lee university of Virginia, are
in the same class.
But the most unique and
gift of the whole year was that of
Reed B. Freeman of Blnghamton, N.
Y., who gave hla whole fortune, estimated at $3,000,000, to the families ol
the 30 girls who perished In the burning of his factory, and at sixty-fivyears of age began business again as
a clerk In Now York city, a poor man.
heart-stirrin-

g

e

Very lew or mi associates know the
secret of the skeleton's biding place,
the professor believing It best to keep
it hidden until the state can make
proper provision for guarding It while
on public exhibition.

county, New Mexico, as shown in (lie
heeds for said land, which were recorded
in the office of the county clerk of Colfax
rrfunty, from the Maxwell Land Grant Co.
lo Mary W. Kartlelt. May 5th, 190a ami
September s$ta, 1902, has been created
game anrt fish preserve under the law ol
New Mexico ami licenses duly issued. Under .aid licenses, all game lnadrupeds,
game birds nnd game fish become the property of ihe owner nnd no fistoog or bunt-ink- ;
on said Vermejo liare h will be periihout written permission from
mití c!

sirable to preserve and increase the game
and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
thai no permits lor shooting or fishing will
be issued for the next three years.
William H. Barlletr.
AVISO
El Rancho de Vermejo es un preservo
de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
do Nuevo Mexico y como queren preservar y acrecentar la caza y los pescados dan
aviso aquí que no darán permiscios pasa
r por tres anos.
William H. Bartlett.

NOTICE.

Tobacco Monopoly.

The president of Uruguay has submitted to the general assembly for
approval a contract slgaed by the
minister of finance, for the purpose
of establishing a tobacco monopoly.
This contract provides for the conception to a private company, for a term ol
Dickens Souvenir.
Manager Ben Harmon of the Nell 25 years, of the sole right to Import,
bouse, Columbus, O., has In his pospurchase, manufacture and sell tobacsession an old silver salver in use at co In all Its forms. The present manthe time the Engllab novelist, Charles ufacturers and dealers may become
Dickens, stopped at the Neil house. stockholders In the new company for
TradlUon has it that th tray was the value of their plants and stocks on
used by employes of the hostelry' in hand plus a bonus, or they mrvy dispose of their establishments, machinserving Dickens.
The salver was recently presented ery and stocks to the company at
to Mr. Harmon by a Columbus lady, actual value plus a bonus. The comwhose
secured It pany is to pay the state $1,240,800 animmediately after the famous english- nually during the first five years, $1,
man left the hotel. Time and long use 757,800 from the sixth to the thirhad worn the silver edges of the tray teenth year, and frota the thirteenth
to such a degree that it was necessary to the end of the twenty-fiftyear
to apply a generous coat of solder to
After 25 years the monopoly
keep the whole intact.
shall revert to the stafe.
The inscription of th name "Nell
House" can still be seen In the not
Parenthood.
torn of the salver, although worn very
The blame, then, for the boy who
faint by Its long use. It Is one of Mr. goes wrong does not rest with the
Harmon's prized possessions, and oc boy himself, or yet with his remote
cupies a place of honor on his private ancestors. It rests squarely with the
desk.
parents who. through Ignorance or
neglect, have failed to mold him
Hunting Ground for the Auther.
aright in the plastic days tf childhood.
The hunting ground for the author What Is needed, especially In this comin search of a title Is the Bible. Hall plex civilization of ours, with Its myrCalne has drawn therefrom "The iad incitements and temptations. Is
Woman Thou Gavest Me," "The Prod a livelier appreciation Of the responsitgal Son," "The Scapegoat"; Miss bilities as well as the privileges of parMarie Corelll went to the same source enthood.
Most of all. perhaps, from
for "Wormwood'
and "Bargbas,'' the point of view of coping with the
Miss llraddon for "One Thing Need
problem of vico nnd crime, do parents
ful" and "Thou Art the Man," Marion need to appreciate that It Is In the
Crawford for "Whosoever Shall Of very first years of their children's1
fand," Whyte Melville for "Black But lives that the work of character buildComely," Thomas Hardy for "The ing should bo begun. From "The Boy
LaoVJIcean," Kipling for "Many In Who Goes Wrong," by H. Addlngton
ventlons," W. J. Locke for "Where Bruce, in the Century.
Love Is,"' William
Black for "A
Daughter of Heth," William Le Queux
Gambling Due to Ennui.
for "As We Forgive Them." Walter
Wherever ennui is to be fought,
Hesant for "Children of Gideon" and there Is gambling,
lu the Journal ol
"The Fourth Generation," and so on. Religious Psychology Mr. Albert N.
The list might be prolonged to fill the Gilbertson notes that winter gambling
window twice over.
is one of the favorite amusements ot
the Eskimo, and he quotes the following statement on the "passionate gamPlan Tablet to Ancient Wits.
It Is proposed to erect a tablet In blers" among the Alaskan natives of
St Leonard's church, Shoreditch. Lon- the I'ngava district, described by
'
don. England, to the memory of the Holm berg:
"Gambling Ib tarried ou to such a
Elizabethan factors who are recorded!
In the parish registers to have been degree among both sexes that even
hurled there. The list includes the their own lives are staked upon the
following: Will Somera, Henry VIM'S Issue of a game. The winner often
jester (died 1560) ; Richard Tarcton, obtains the wife of his opponent, and
Queen K.IIzabeth's famous clown and holds her until some tempting offer is
posblbly Shakespeare's Yorlck (died made for her return. The only article
1588): James Burbage, the builder Of they possess Is frequently wagered,
the first Rngllsh playhouse
(died and when they lose they are greeted
1587); Richard Burbage, the original with derision."
impersonator of many of Shake-No Better, But Worse.
apeare's characters (died 1418-19Apropos of a policy of trust reforGabriel Spenser. William 8ly, RichShank of Iudlanapo-Jlard Cowley and other actors lu the mation,
original and early productions ol
said at 'a bapquet In New York:
"If a trust Is Inherently bad. kill It.
Shakespeare's plays.
You can't reform It. It's like the ting
great-grandfath-

All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture

in

Colfax county, whether lot the purpose of
hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or
lire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
the lull extent of the law.
(Signed)
WILLiAM FRENCH,
lor W. S. Land & Cattle Co.
cut-lin- n

AVISO.
El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-tmacera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
fin sin permiso: se prohibe est rictament
c equellos que asi traspalarenaeran
al lleno de la ley.
Por (Krimado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.
proae-cutad-

NOTICE

Whereas, our ranch situated on the
headwaters of the Costilla Ki ver, Taos
county. New Meaico, having been made a
game and uah preserve under the laws of
the State of New Mexico, known as "The
Costilla Game and Fisb Preserve" and
Whereas, the object of said game and fish
preserves being for the protection of game
and hh and their increase, therefore, notice is hereby given thai no permits for
hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
during the next three years.
The Adams Cattle Company,
By II. VV. Adams. General Manager.

AVISO
l'or cuanto nuesto rancho situado en la
cabezo del Rio Costilla, Candado de Taoa,
NuevoMexico.es un preservo de caza y
pescados bajo las leyes del estado de Nuevo Mexico cooosido por el nombre de "El
rasan de caza y pescado de Costilla,"
y por cuanto el objecto de dicho preservo-d- e
caza y pescado es por el protecion y.el
acrecentamiento del pascado.
Por esta
razón dan aviso que no darán permicios
para cazar durante tres auoa.
The Adams Cattle Company,
H
II. W. Adams, General Manager.

.

The man who knows everything is to be pitied; he
knows nothing. It often takes a lifetime to master on?
profession, and then one realizes what a little he knows
about it. No one is so well learned but what some knows
Hard luck is when who does not like mining prospects
for his health, discovers a chunk of gold, and then keeps
prospecting the rest of his days.

MATKIN

SUPPLY COMY

Undertakers
Carry a lull line of
COFFINS and CASKKTS

TELEPHONE 20
Cimarron, N.

The fellow who tells a girl

M.

ould die for her wants

to be killed with kindness.
Good intentions will often steer a fello
trouble.

a

Lessor

r. Irving

Sphinx club's
began a hiato
tilting with (hi

oto a lot of

The News prints the
news when it is news.

Hletc

V
in rsew i ora,
Bvlew of adver- i

"None understood the value of advertising better than Samson. Ham-sotook two solid column. The
was that he brought down the

re-su- it

Ing lady.
"One man said to another:
" 'I hear your wife haa been taking
singing lesaons.'
" 'Yes,' was the reply.
" 'Well, what do you think of her
voice since it's been trained?'
'It' no better; but there' a lot
more of It.' "

State of Onto, City of Toledo,
Lucas I'ntintv
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
he Is
senior partner of the firm of F. that
J. Cheney
Co.. delrur bimlnrss In the City of To- ÍE1?' CH"l,y "ní! B,,e 'foresaid, and
will pav the sum of ON IS
HUNDRED DOLLARS
each and ev
ery ease of Catarrh thatfor
cannot be cured
by the use of HALL'S CATARRH
CURB.
PRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before ma and subscribed in
my presence, this tth day of December,
(Seal)

A

W

OLBASON,

Notary Public
Cure is taken internally
y upon the blood and mu-- f
the system. Bend for
KNET A CO;, Toledo, O.
Sold
lIKBTWl. IOC.
Teks Hall's Family Pills for eonstlprtlos.

Hall's Ci
and acta d
eoua surfs
testimonial

I

The News gives the
news when it

is news.

T

The Irrigation Season
is

here and you will need a pair of

good rubber boots to wear in the field. Your attention is called to the superior line we carry; the best
irrigation boots made, and the price is right.

Spring and Summer
Shoes For All

Pants and Overalls
For Men and Boys

Our complete line of Brown

Working pants and overalls
that give durable service to
wearer, both in quality and
pnce, r ou will need a pair.

Shoes are famous for their
quality and comfortable fit.
Shoes for every member of
the family at prices
00
from

$2 to

tC

PJ

V

The price

$4 down

11

is from

to

1

(Fl 00
P-

-

Dress Goods and Ladies' Wearing Apparel
The nobbiest lines ever shown here.

All grades, colors, makes and

Laces and Embroideries are carried in complete varieties,
and the prices are in conformity with good qualities and fabric.

styles.

Let us quote you our prices on your next bill of groceries.
We have none but the best and will give you entire satisfaction. Remember we, lead while others follow.
Royal Tailor Suits and Overcoats for spring and summer,
guaranteed all wool and perfect fit, from $15 to $30.

Rogers,

Whiteman

&

The Store of Good Values and Honest Merchandise

Co.
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RECORD OF THE CROSS
SYMBOL IS ONE OF M08T ANCIENT RECORDED IN HISTORY.

May Be Traced Back Five Thousand
Years, ta the Babylonian Era, ae
Explained by Students of

the Paat.
The cross Is bo old that the records
or tu. 'ii do not go back to the first one.
Christianity took a very ancient symbol anil made It Christian, bat nobody
knows just why.
To understand all there Is to know
About the cross we must go back tour
or ;iv( thousand yt rs to astronomy
ami astrology as u dnratood by the
hoclent Babylonians Under their clay
tablets and Btono monuments, and
upon the monument
of the Persians,
the Utiles and ev ry other ancient
cs of all shapes
and kinds. Even the Egyptians decorated their high priest when he was
officiating in the greatest of their
temple? with the figure Of the cross.
There must, therefore, be some great
nd universal significance in this symbol or its use would not have been
so M"sprMd

Not Necessary
PIRATE

OF

THE

AIR

"BLUE DARTER" A TERROR
CHICKS AND PROTECTORS.

Eyeoght Caa Be Strengthened, sad Me Form
oi Dnrued Eye SncecMrsOy Treated
Without Cutting or Dnanpag.
TO

Many Wrongs May Be Laid at the
Door of This Innocent Appearing
Bird Has Given Raee of
Hawks Bad Reputation.
When

the "blue darter" darts ear-erthings happen. Most likely pandemonium will break loose right away,
and the farm will become the stags
for one of this most famous character's most melodramatic scenes. In all
the country there ts no other one
creature capable of starting so much
commotion as this Innocent-lookinbirth sometimes called the "blue
"
because, as the farm wife explains, he dabs down from nowhere
and takes the prettiest little white
chick of all the hen's brood. In books
this pirate of the air has the name of

That ths sys can ba strsagthad so that
eyeglasses can be dispensed with ia many
caaes has been proven beyond a doubt by
the testimony ot hundreds of people who
publicly claim that their eyesight has been
restored by that wonderful little instru
ment called " Actios.
"Actios" also relieves
Sore sod Granulated
Lids, Iritis, Cataracts,
etc., without cutting or
o
drugging. Ovsr
"Actinas" have
been sold; therefore the Actine treatment
The
is not an experiment, but is reliable.
following letters aie but samples of hundreds we receive:
Mr. David Suttle, Glen Ellgin, III. writes:
"I sent for your "Actios" snd when it
came I told my wife I would throw ray
glasses away and give the "Actios" s fair
1 did so,
how
following directions, and
soon felt my eyes were getting in normal
condition again and now I can say my eyesight is as good as aver, and my headaches
practically vanished,
Mr. Emery E. Deitrick; 7124 Idlewild
St. K K Pittsburgh. Ha., writes: "My ayea
were very weak and my vision was so Dad
that I could recognize people only at short
distances, Since using "Actios" I have
discarded my glasses, my headaches are
gone, and my vision I believe, ia ss good
ss ever it wss."
Mr. J. H. Frsnkeofield, 322 E. 20th St..
Cheyenne, Wyo. writes: "Regarding what
the "Actins" has done for me, I am proud
to say that I am not wearing my glasses st
all. As for my catarrh, it is almost gone
and I have been troubled wit) it for more
than sixteen yeats.
"A great number of my railroad friends
are buying "Actinas" as you know by the
crders you have received."
"Actios" can be used with perfect safety
by every member of the family for any affliction of the eye, ear, throat or head. A
free trial of the "Actina" is given in every
case.
Send for our FREE TRIAL offer snd
valuable FREE BOOK. Address Actios
Appliance Co., Dept. 262 N, 811 Walnut
St., Kansas City. Mo.
ioo.-oo-
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Cooper's hawk, scientifically speaking,
Acclpiter Cooper.
The truth of that old farm story
about the woman who turned over
the churn on the cat, which Jumped
and scratched the dog, which frightened the calf and made It run Into
the hive of bees, which all but stung
her husband to death Is that the
whole thing was started by this same
Innocent looking bird. He hal darted.
The chickens did a perfectly natural
thing In setting up a disturbance trying to escape the dart. And next to
the baby's cry, the sound that travels
quickest to the good housewife's ear
Is her poultry's S. O. 8.
Several other wrongs ara laid at
the feet of Acclpiter Cooper besides
the dead chicken and all the attendant evils. He has been the cause of
all the other hawks getting a bad
name.
Many a big, peaceful,
hawk has been shot because
of his smaller relative's reputation
for chicken stealing. Now, this big
hawk is not such a moral fellow that
he will not steal a chicken once In
Barnard Shaw Witticism.
,
a while, but he's
preDr. Stanton Colt of London, who baa
ferring gophers, mice, sparrows and
insects. So great Is his appetite for been visiting friends in Nee; York tells
different farm pests that a chicken this story on himself:
"At a reception in London a young
now and then Is only small wages for
woman was persisting that I should
his good services.
I explained that I
But there Is another hawk which dance with her.
shares with the "blue darter." not only hadn't danced for years. 'But,' said
his evil reputation, but also goes so she, 'I do so want to say I've danced
far as to deserve It, being a confirmed with the head or the Ethical society In
chicken and bird killer. This is the London.' So I consented on condition
sharp shinned Acciptter Velox, which that we dance in a room off to the
Is about half the size of the other side, where my awkwardness would
not be so conspicuous.
As I was hopAcclpiter.
The case of the hawks Is Just an- ping about persplrlngly I became conother one which goes to show that It scious that I was under observation.
won't do to put all people of the I looked up. In the doorway stood
seme name In the same class. One Bernard Shaw, with a smile of devilMr. Hawk may be a chicken thief and ish delight.
"'Ah.' said Shaw, it's tha athteal
another Mr. Hawk may be a strenuous worker for the public welfare and movement, I perceive."
that's Just the fact about this bird TRAPPED IN BURNING TREE
family. In fairness to the hawks It
should ba remembered that moat ol Chased by Bull, Fsrmsr Has to
them are our efficient friends. The
Out Flamea In Topmost
two Acclpiters mentioned are the only
Brsnches.
outlaws of the family commonly
known over the United States.
Muskegon, Mich Attacked try a
Save your ammunition for ths bull and forced to take refuge la a
"blue darter" and hla smaller kins- trae, which later caught fire from
man. That's the advice of those who burning bruah, was tha thrilling exknow the hawks. Observation and ex perience of R. T. Lane, an Egglestoa
amination have, shown that all the townahlp farmer living near hare.
members of these two tribes are hopeLane managed to beat out tha Are
lessly guilty of the murder of dome
He had his eyebrows
in the tree.
tic fowls, game birds, songsters and burned off and hla clothing scorched.
other feathered frienda.
He climbed 0 feat Into the trae beTrue It is that both the Acclpiters fore he waa able to check the flames
do kill a sparrow now and then. In that spread through the branches
this way they seem 'to think they can The bull kept In the neighborhood of
s
make up for the harm they do.
tha tree and Lane waa unable to make
they could If they killed spar hla escape for several hours.
rows enough.
But they don't. The
Finally a Una of lira forced tha ball
Bight of either of them should be the away from the tree and Lama waa
signal for every farmer to snatch his able to descend He fled through the
gun and shoot to kill. But ha should hot embers of the brush Are and had
one foot burned
be sure It isn't one of his friends.

"The Babylonians offer the clearest
explanation of this symbol In their
expression, "the four ends of ths
earth," which Is afso found in ths
Bible.
The people of Bible times
knew that the earth was round, for
!',i. ih speaks of the "circle of ths
earth" and then of the "ends of the
earth." This makes the conception
plain that to the early Semites for
Babylonians and Hebrews were all
Semitic and the Cuneiform and Hebrew languages have many words in
common the earth was round and
had four ends, or, as we put It today,
"four points of the compass."
If the circle of the earth Is drawn
and then bisected lu either direction
by straight lines the perfect cross Is
made, thus symbolizing the whole
earth.
The early Babylonians went further,
and In their polytheism established
one of the gods as ruler over each of
these ends of the earth, Identifying
each god with one of the great planets,
whose motions they studied so
The north vti presided over
by Nergal and the planet which we
call Mars. The east had Marduk and
the planet Jupiter, the south had Ninth and the planet Saturn, while the
west was ruled by Nabu and his
planet Mercury. The names of the
stars were different In Babylonian,
but they corresponded to the planets
as we know them by these names.
The north was Identified with winter
and midnight, the east with morning
and sping, the south with midday
and summer and the west with evening and autumn.
Some of the Babylonian Inscriptions
also show that the four phases of the
moon were Indicated by the cross
The mystic quality of this symbol penetrated the life and literature of the
people because they held that the direct Influence of the moon and stars
upon the affairs of men was constantly felt.
Studying the inscriptions on ancient
tablets, monuments and bowls, ve And
crosses of every shape, from the swastika co the maltese, and even the Roman cross with a prolonged lower
part. .
It is more than suggested that there
ts a direct connection between this
four-foldivision of earth and heav
ens, as symbolized by the cross which
stood for the complete whole and the
Tetragrammaton or
name for God of the Hebrews.
This Is the word rendered In English,
Jehovah, or by advanced scholars,
Yahveh. The four consonants In the
Hebrew are Y1IVH. the vowels not being reckoned as of any significance.
It la now suggested that because, of
the monotheism of the Hebrews, believing in one Cod and not in many.
they used the four consonants to indl
Affection Among Birds.
cate the four endB of the earth and
Of all the birds he had studied, said
heavens, and combining them Into one Mr. W. Parren, in a recent lecture at
word made that stand for the one Ood the Royal Photographic society's exhiof heaven and earth.
Cleveland
bition, none showed conjugal affection
Leader
In quite the same wsy as the herons
of Andalusls, In Spain. Whenever the
World's Largest Apartment House.
two parents relieved each other at tha
A. P. Lelcht. architect of thla city,
nest they Invariably crossed their
states that Mb home town, Newark, N. necks in a momentary embrace, after
J., will soon boast of the largest apart- which the newcomer took up the dument house in the world. Grouud has ties of sitting and the other flew away.
been broken for a building to be IS The
herons never omitstories high In front and IS stories in ted this affectionate salutation. Speakthe rear. The building will be located ing of the famous egret "heronry" In
High street, with a frontage the same district, Mr.
at 742-4Parren said that
of 106 feet on that street and a depth the egret wore its coveted plumes with
of 125 feet. The construction cost far more grace than he had ever
A lane from Spruce
will be I8.rn.000.
seen any lady wear them. Tha slaughstreet to the rear of the building will ter of these birds in the nesting sea-surun to a private garage, capable of
was pitiable. Frequently the par100
accommodating
automobiles.
ent birds were robbed of their
There will be a palm room, a social plumes and left to die. while the young
room, a ballroom and a restaurant on onea
starved in the nest. The Amerithe thirteenth floor. The restaurant cana, ha was glsd to say. wera doing
will accommodate 400 diners at one their beat to stop
tha traffic in osprey
time. A roof garden, covering the en- plumes.
tire struct ui e. will be a feature of the
building.
Wall Street Journal.
red-taile- d
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Dying Aviator's Nerve.
The power of the will to control a
badly Injured body was never better
illustrated than In the case of Doctor
Constantln, a voluaVeer aviator In tha
service of the Hulgarlan army, who
was fatally wounded by a Turkish bullet while saillnr his aeroplane" ovar
the trenches at Tchataldja. Notwithstanding the shock, tht pain and tha
rapid hemorrhage, Doctor Constantln
kept his nerve and was able to turn
his aeroplane around, guide It back to
ili Hulgarlan Hoes and volplane safely down among

his frienda.

Ha died

as the aeroplano reached tha ground

n

For Good,

Up-to-da- te

HIS BABY

HANDS

BECKONED

Deserting Father Qete lummH
Dream and Walke Home as
See Dying Child.

Trenton. N. J. In a dream walla
sleeping oa tha beach at Long Branch,
Albert 8. Cameron of this city saw
bis tittle baby holding out her arms
and pleading with him to "come horns
to mamma and the aick little boy."
Cameron awoke with a start and told a
comparten by hla sida that ha waa
going to walk to Trenton Ha did so
and arrived home to Sad hla little asm
dying of starvation.
Cameron deserted his wife aad baby
without money or food. With Charlea
Van Warder ha want to the ahora aad
a debauch andad with tha dream. Vaa
Warder says he orlad all tha way
home, arrived here exh seated aad
baby
found his wife and his year-ol-d
The child haa not had
in dire straits
proper nourishment aad will psohasiy
dls.
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Standard

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Notions, Hats, flillinery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
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PRICES
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ketry, stands the oldest living thins
In the world
the famous cypress In
(he churchyard of the Tillage of
Santa Maria del Tule. In the Intend
ancy of Oaxaca. two and a half
leagues east of that city. The disturbances In Mexico have postponed
temporarily the attainment of the su
preme ambition held by Dr. Herman von Schrenk
of St Louis, which Is to determine scientifically
the approximate age of this nestor of the whole
vegetable kingdom.
Experta, judging by the gigantic bole of the
Santa Maria del Tnle cypress, and by the slow
growth of this species, have estimated the age
of the patriarch of all trees to be between 6,000
and 6,000 year.
These figures are staggering to the imagination. Taking the lowest computation, when the
seed from which the tree sprang fell upon tho
earth King Menea was holding the first reign In
Egypt, of fvbich we have historic knowledge
3,000 years before the birth of Christ. It was a
slender stripling, 200 years old, when Cheops
drove his subjects with the lash to the labor of
building the great Pyramid. It had reached a
lusty youth of 1,500 years when the Hebrews
made their exodus from the laud of the Nile.
This living thing in tropical America was silently building Itself to Its present stature and
vigor seven centuries before Babylon reached Its
greatest splendor. Ancient Nineveh, la the ninth
century before the Christian era, was a parvenu
compared with the Oaxaca cypress. The earliest
cuneiform Inscriptions which archeologists have
unearthed in Assyria date back to only 1800 B. C.
and the tree In Mexico which was to arise in
the distant future on a new and unknown continent had even then lived almost as many years
as separate the world today from the final recall
of the Roman legions from Britain.
This still flourishing tree of the twentieth century bad built its annual lings and spread its
yearly foliage for ten centuries when Abraham
tended bia flocks and saw a vision of the Jewish
race that was to be. It had lived 2,000 years
before David slew Goliath and Solomon erected
the temple at Jerusalem.
In the eye of its hoary antiquity, Troy, Athens,
the Macedonian kingdom and the Roman empire
were mere upstarts of time. The discovery of
America and the conquest of Mexico by Cortes
would seem, in Its life, things of only a few
months ago.
The laat scientific measurement of the Santa
Maria del Tule cypress wan made by Dr. von
Schrenk In 1903, a century after Humboldt discovered U while on his famous tour Of the equaDr. Von Schrenk found that
torial America.
its trunk, four feet from the ground, had the
astounding girth of 126 feet.
An Idea of Its vast age may be obtalued by
comparing It with a cypress described by Prof.
Asa Gray, which, although only 14 feet in circumference, was 670 years old. So slow is the
growth of the cypress that this tree bad required
nearly seven centuries to attain a diameter of

Si

M Inches.
Dr. Von Schrenk. now an arboricultural expert
with a laboratory at the Missouri botanical gar
den in St. Ixnils was iu 103 connected with the
United States forestry service. While traveling
through southern Mexico he determined to
the Santa Maria del Tule cypress Arriving
at the village, he Introduced himself as an official
of I be United Stales government who wished to
examine the famous tree. The mayor welcomed
him with elaborate ceremony.
Dr. Von Schrenk learned that the tree wau
regarded aa sacred in the vicinity and that It
waa guarded night and day by two soldier sentinels. Escorted by as numerous and dignified a
retinae as the mayor could imister, be marched
to the little graveyard In which the cypress

tanda.

the broad and towering bulk of this
one
bas persisted without Interruption
luce the date of the dawning of history, the vial
tor baited in awa. Had the foltaged creature pos
seesed eyes and a tongue, what treasures or Information eould It have added to the annals of
Bator

Ufe, which

But flights of fancy gave way to Immediate
daties. Authorities on trees bad declared
tit discovery of the approximate age of this
cypress to be one of the moat important problems
They had expressed a hop
in arboriculture
that tha next scientist who should visit th ancient living monument would not fall to complete
th evidence needed.
Th mayor of Santa Mari del Tule, however,
opposed a barrier of adamant. Measure th clr
cunifereace of th tree? Surely. Photograph It?
Indeed, yea. But to take an Instrument and bore
from th trunk a plug two feet deep and half an
Inch la diameter? Horrors, no.
In vain Dr Von Schrenk urged that this experiment had been made hundred of times with
.out damage to trees, and that by counting the
rings shown oa the plug he oouid learn the tree's
,mvrage rate of growth and thus solve on of
the great scientific problems of the world. The
all humility and submlsalvenesa any
mayor

Civil

g

gssss

:
N THE firing Hue In central Mexico.
In peril from cannon fire and mus-

F

war, and the
Grand Army of
the Republic applauds, as It stands
gathered about Its scattered dead.
Meanwhile those qualified to know
tell how the day haa changed lo a
general picnic day and how the ranks
of the soldiers are dwindling, in a
Ingle large American city the paat
year there were over 30 deaths In the
BBTaBBaBaAgBaAs?g4a'
wMBP Loyal Legion, an officers' organizaf 9 .JSblBYaBBBBBBa Bl J
Multiply this by the number of
tion
,
American cities and you get an Idea of
the havoc death has wrought. As a
rule, the officers have been those able
lo accord themselves the best care.
If, then, the mortality be so great
among these, what shall be said of
.
i
the men?
I li
Those who, ever since the war, have
hb aa I
been accustomed to going to the famhopes to find a mayor of more scientific sympathy.
ily burial ground on Memorial day.
He la awaiting; now a cessation of revolutionary
troubles In Oaxaca.
Prof. Alpbonse de Candolle, an Illustrious botan
1st. calculated that the Santa Maria del Tule cyWm KgcggKggfgggggcvsHa.
press might be 6.000 years old. Prof. Asa Gray,
SBuHQssnaBnennnnBKSL
under one computation, eatlmated that It might
be 6.124 years old, and named it "the Nestor of
the cypress race, If not of the whole vegetable
late

rapidly-decreasin-
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kingdom."
Both these computations would make the Mexican cypress older by from 1,000 to 1.000 years
than the giant sequoia tree of California In the
bole of which John Muir, the famous geologist and

archeologlst counted more than 4,000 rings. The
sequoias, however, being trees of more rapid
growth, greatly surpass the cypress in height
In Louisiana, according to Dr. Von Schrenk, art
c y pre as trees which were 600 years old when Jesus
was born at Bethlehem. Borne of these are In the
celebrated "Edenborn brake" In
Winn parish. The monarch of
the brake is a tree which lumbermen estimate would scale 23,000
feet of lumber.
The only trees which can venture to rival the Santa Maria del
Tule cypress, according to
are certain baobab, or
m..nkv-bread- .
trees of Senegal
.mi the Cape de Verde islands
the
and the famous Dragon tree of Neii
3s
city of Orotava, In Teneriffe.
ther of these trees, however,6,000Is
believed to be aa much as
years old, although their antiquity
is estimated lo be so great that
only that of the Mexican cypress
nrnaases It.
I
"Upon the whole," writes Pn
nr In his "Scientific Pa
"we cannot resist the con
elusion that many trees have far
survived what we are accustomed
to consider their habitual duration,
man
that even In Europe, where
extensively
and
often
so
has
or
lace of the soil, as his wants ny
churned the
,..,
dictated, some trees, ravorea
for at least on.
fortune have eacaped destruction
in other, and
while
years;
thousand
two
either on
In some tropical countries
or
because
climate,
favorable
more
a
moro
STnave been more respected, or haply
may wito
neglected, by the inhabitant, a few
that
strong probability be traced back to twicewhich
period and. perhaps almost to that epoch
of geology
the monuments both of history and great
revolast
the
of
that
aa
seem to indicate
surface.
earth's
lution of the
"After making every reasonable allowance for
errors of observation and too sanguine Inference
and assuming, in the more extraordinary cases,
those estimates which give minimum results, we
must s ill regard some of these trees, not only as
the oldest Inhabitants of the globe, but as more
ancient than any human monument as exhibiting a living antiquity, compared with which the
inoldurliiK relics of the earliest Egyptian civilisation, the pyramids themselves, are but structures
scl-ntut- j.
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thing he possessed was at the
disposition of the
dlstln g u I s h e d
United 8tates official.

But touch

the tree he
should not

So Dr. Von

Schrenk was

compelled to content himself with
measuring the bole, and with taking photographs
of the tree from ttfe roof of the city hall. He
also observed a wooden tablet which Humboldt.
100 years before, had nailed to the tree, the unimpaired vitality of which, for all Its 60 centuries of age, had been shown by a growth which
half covered the tablet. Upon It, however, waa
still legible the autograph of tho famous German
naturalist.
Though repulsed at the first trial. Dr. Von
Hchrenk's ardor to be the first to obtain accurate data by which to estimate the tree's age
was only kindled the more. He determined that
at tne first opportunity he would return to Santa
Maria del Tule for a second attempt, when he

BOY AND GIRL BEGGARS

OF DUBLIN
From out of the troubled scene of strikes and
riots and baton charges, stands the
quaint and pathetic figure of the child beggar
lockouts,

of Dublin.

There are thousands of these child beggars.
They come from crowded rooms of squalid tenements that once were the splendid homes of
wealth and fashion. Persistent aa filej, sprightly
as kittens, th Dublin street children have a
tenacious bold on life. Born In small, stuffy
rooms, enduring all the privations that increase
Infantile mortality, these children of poverty
survive the horrors of home and the cruelty of
the streets And they learn to beg at their moth
er'a knee.
When a Dublin street child solicits alma he
combines a recitation of beatitudes with a bestowal of compliments. He flatters, wheedles,

implores and Invokes tha aalnta In one breath.
Silence stimulates blm, rebukes encourage him,
anger dismays blm not. Running like a dog at
heel, he whimpers and whines, bis pattering feet
keeping time with his monologue of woe. As
well try to shake off the grip of a bull terrier as
to escape the Dublin beggar child when his keen
Intuition has detected signs of weakness. He
provokes smiles. Irritation, resentment, and.
above all, a great pity.
Truly, they are subjects of pity, these little
boys and girls of Dublin, with their miserable
rags., their old faces marked with the wisdom of
the streets, their grubby, tiny hands held out
for coppers, and their childish voices murmuring
tne discord of the beggar's whine. Late at night,
with the public houses closing and tha cold rain
sending pedestrians scurrying homeward, I have
seen little girts of six or seven years dancing on
th glistening pavement They hava been danc-ctn- g
for joy. but for charity.
all the evening--no- t
Now they are tired, and tbelr faces are drawn.
They try to smll but the smile is a queer twist
of pain. Their wet. ragged skirts cling round
their thin limbs. But still they dance the Irish
jigs, now facing each other and circling and

na"

of yeBterday."

curtsying with a natural grace that defies even
exhaustion.
Thev have learned the dance, maybe, on the
bare boards of a single room where they live,
sleep and est, and to that room they will return
when the last of the crowd has gone. Wet tired
and hungry, they will sleep heaven knows how
or where, and their chance of supper depends
This is 8ack-vtll- e
upon the success of their dancing.
street, the finest thoroughfare in Ireland-Lon- don

Theories regarding the antiquity of man In
Peru hav not been strengthened by the expedition of Dr. Ales Hrdllcka of the National museum
of that country. The expedition covered several
hundred miles of the Peruvian coast. Including
hitherto unexrlored regions In the Western Cordilleras. More than one hundred ancient cemeteries and many ruina, a large percentage of
which were previously unknown to science, were
examined, and over thirty boxes of skulls and
other material for future study were collected for
the National museum.
"The result of th. expedition." says the expedition's report, "failed to strengthen the theories
of the antiquity of man In Peru, but tended to
prove the contrary. Aside from the cemeteries
or burial oaves of the common coast or mountain
people and their archeotogtcal remains, there was
no sign of human occupation of these regions.
Not a trace suggesting anything older than the
Indian was found
anywhere: and neither the coast nor the mountain population, so far as studied, can be regarded as very ancient In the regions they Inhabited.
No signs '.idlcated that any group occupied any
of the sites for even as long as twenty centuries."

Fried Cauliflower.
Btrlp off the outside leaves of a
cauliflower, cut off the stalks, let stnnn
upside down In salted water for half
an hour, then cook In salted boiling
water until lender, but not soft enough
to fall to pieces. Drain thoroughly.
separate Into flowerets, dip them In
beaten eggs, then roll in fine crumbs
and fry In deep, hot fat. Serve with

cream sauce.
Barnard Would Unionize Matrimony.
Fort Smith, Ark. Miss Kate Oar- nard. commissioner of prisons and cor
rections for Oklahoma, would union- lie matrimony. "No matter how muchj
I loved a man. I would not marry hiro
If I had to work more than eight houra
a day," she told the Arkansas conference of charities and correction her.
Compuliwy arbitration between husband and wife and a minimum wagw
scale she neglected to discuss.
Pays Ov.r "Hush Money."
I call 'hush money,"
remarked s father, as he put down the
cash for a jttle of paregoric fdr the
Infantile member of his family.

That's what

GEO. F BAER'S WILL FILED.
Each of Thirteen Grandchildren Are
Given $10,000.
Reading. Pa. The will of George P.
Baer, lato president, of the Reading
Railway Company, has been filed for
probate here. It Is in Mr. Baer's own
BhSBanMBnttttttysllntlsBBi
V.
handwriting, and is very brief. To his
widow he gives $400,000 and his beautiful home. Hawthorne, In this city,
together with all household goods, auTwo of the Pfoud.st There.
tomobiles, carriages horses, etc., and
to each of thirteen grandchildren
view with a certain sadness the passto
Invested by their parents
ing of the festival of the dead Into lit- until eachbe attains
the age of 21, when
tle more than a day for picnics of the it Is to be paid to them. The servants
living. Memorial day, when first eswho have been In the family's service
tablished, meant much preparation. more than five years receive $50
for
Tha school children of all the publlo each year of service. The rest of the
schools were urged to bring flowers estate is divided In equal shares
from their gardens, those from the among the five daughters. The estate
suburban schools thereby supplying Is valued at over $5,000,000. No pubthose of the more congested districts. lic bequests were made.
The flowers were placed In baskets.
So many girls, attired in white and
$10,-00-

wearing

patriotic

sashes,

were

de-

ployed to each basket while so many
boys, in stiff white shirts and in cheap
soldier caps, ordered for the day,

acted as escort Through half the city
the children were marched, school by
school, in numerical order of the die
trlcts, with bands playing funeral
music between.
Then came the city officers, the pla
toons of police, and Dually, the old
veterans, In their tattered regt
mentals, bearing the torn and thread
bare battle flags. Out at the ceme
tery the crowds were waiting. Different companies of veterans were as
signed to mounds in which the soldier dead lay sleeping. There was a
woman's relief corps for each, and in
turn there were the children. The
soldiers formed a little circle. Some
congressman or senator from afar
came down, at the expeuse of the G
A. R. posts of the locality, and made
a speech on patriotism and the
memory of the soldier dead.
Then
there was the muffled drum beat
more speeches, funeral music, an ode
by some poet of the woman's relief
corps. Everyone joined In on Amer
ica, and after that the children
strewed with flowers the graves of
the soldier dead. That was Indeed
the pretty, the effective part of the
ritual. It made one feel that Mem
orial day really had a sincere purpose
and was worth being held a holiday
B. Reminder to All
Decoiation day Is one of our no
blest and most useful memorial days
By showing respect for those that
Mved and died bravely, we fill wits
ambition and aspiration the young and
the strong.
Respect for the dead that
good or great Is the Incentive to good
ness among the living.
And respect for the dead, which
Decoration aay empnaalzes, is power
tul in reminding men of their duty to
those that Uve and need help.
Should

MAN.

Mm

Lumberman's Estate Pays $297,385 Tax
Salt Lake City. The state of Uta!
will receive a $297.386 Inheritance tax
from the estate of the late David Ec- cles of Ogden, millionaire lumber and
sugar magnate. An Inventory places
a value of $6,840,000 on the estate.

Mall.
NOT HOME OF ANCIENT

Decision Reversed.
decide to marry her?''
hut she reverred hla decision.'

e

Qenasco

READY ROOFING

Made of Trinidad Lake asphalt
the createst weathor - resistor
known. Kaat-!u- k
Klrct ufted
only with (iraasce obviate the
nee of unsightly cement. Write
for circulars and prices.
The Hendrlt & Bolthoff MfK. & S. Of.
nix. 17th SI.
IIKWKH. COLO.

i&.a KODAKS and SUPPLIES

Bend us joar Pilma for dprelnpinjr. Kxcmt
work on)?- Th book of ttie Browni
fit

IT !aj ZJS Denver Photo Materials Co.
Kaufman Kodak Ca.) Drnvrr. Colorado
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INSTITUTE

Eighteenth and Curtis stb.
DENVER, COLO.
Alcohol and Drug Addictiona

Com

cured by scientific course of medication.
The only plsce in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered

home MUSIC LIBRARY
This cabinet contains the
world's greatest collection
of music. Agents wanted.
Iliberal commission. TDK
CRIBNER MUSIC (TUB.
804 NASSAU
lit II iiim.

Most Prised of Emblems.
UKIXVKR. COLORADO.
The ranks have thinned, but now
von Movnfo rtortJua shows.
0t ureas sad Lerturera.
tls Death and not the singing bullet SLIDES II.ScoooU,
U BHITII, JIIMI ISth Mt , Itomver.
that takes the toll. Only a handful of
at lows
inrvivors remains, but euthuslastlcal BEE SUPPUES of best quality, yon
prices ibau
can
ty they don the old blue uniforms, and
buy same good else
with eyea
with mingled where. Writ for free Illustrated catalog-amemories of joy and sorrow they meet ftvtBC Informatloa en bee keeplag. We aeU
el
anee more to pay tribute to the men Minr I inurU PrJoe4 at the yaplsnte. or
00'
tm,hi
who wore the little bronce button, the rUHt Hunt I paroel"unw
post. Ask for prleea.
mblem of service to tholr country THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS
MSI
that all the money In the world can-s1440 Market street. Osswr. Cele.
buy, and all the rank and position
PIPE
tan not command.
teer-dlmaie-d

s

CIMARRON NEWS

Are Tour Kidneys Weak?
may have kidney trouble and not
know It The only signs may be occasional twinges In the malí of the back,
constant lameness, dizzy t pells or soma
annoying Irregularity oí the kidney action.
Bnt no sign of kidney trouble can be
afely ignored. Kidney disease mores
rapidly. It leads to dropsy, gravel.
n,
Bright'
rheumatism.
If yon suspect that your kidneys are
sluggish, use Doan's Kidney Pills,
which ha to relieved thousands
A Colorado Case
Yo

dis-ts-

Mrs. A.

Itl

C

MoKeo-sl-

e,

Delsaay

St, Inyr, Colo.,
"My fclaney
d!4n't rsnsovs lm
potson from my srs-tend If it wasn't
for Doan's Kidney
Pills. I noelda't be
ally
today.
Th
4oetora midlilss
Alda't hip ma one
bit and f roa la
says:

m

aeoy.

Dean's KssV
nay Pills mads my
kldnrys normal aa4
before
I wee la
Coo 4 health acata."

le

Oat Oseara at

Distress
f.

ft

Anerrating

t

h

nof usually caused front
what one eats buti from food
not properly digested and ex
eeasive fermentation.

Stop Fermentation
nd you will not Buffer witH
Indigestion of the stomaiii and
Intestines, for Indigestion affects the other organs of the
body which makes ft necessary
to aid imperfect Digestion,
Booth-Overto-

n

Immediately Relieve
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Heart-burBelching Gas and Sour
Stomach. Buy a 50 cent bottle a your druggist's, safe in
the belief if the tablets do not
help you

n,

Money Refunded

A trial box of six tablets will
be sect direct from our office
on receipt of 10 cents.
Booth-Overto-

Cow

n

XI Broadway. New TssSXj
RELIEVES

80IE
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

JOB"

Old Workman, Grown Gray In the)
Harness, Resented Being Looked
On as a "Casual."
BUI

Smith had worked at a certain

Arm for sixty years.
So the two sods of the employer
thought that he had worked for them
sufficiently Ions; enough to be pen- atoned off, and this they decided to do
at once.
So they called the old man Into the
office, and told him that as he had
worked for them faithfully and well
all these years they had decided to
pension him off, bnt that he could
draw the same wag as he waa then

TELEGRAMS EXCHANGED

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Wsstarn

.BOUT LEGISLATURE'S WORK BY
WILSON AND AMMONS.

President Regrets Special Session
and Warns U. S. Will
Withdraw Troops; Qovsrnor

Union News Barries

Newer-ape-r

DENVER

MARKETS.

Rood

Bef steers,

7M

,.75

The Kind You Have

pulp fed. good

ara Naarsosper 1,'nlon Niw Sarrias.

.

Always Bought

President' Wilson) Msstsje,
The telegram from the President t
Governor Amnions reads ss follows:
Am disturbed to hear the probability
of the adjournment of your Leglala-USfand feel bouni to remind you that
Bay constitutional obligations with retard to the maintenance of order In
Colorado are not to be Indefinitely continued by the Inaction of the State
Lautlalature. The federal forces are
there only until th sítate of Colorado
has time and opportunity to resume
opmp)ta sovereignty and control In
the niatrsr. I cannot conceive that the
Slate la willing to forego hsr sovereignty or to throw herself entirely on
tM (Iny.rnnwnt of the United States.
SjM I am quite olear that aha Has no
constitutional right to do so when It Is
within the power of her Legislature te
take effective action.

to chotes
7.508.60
Beof ntosrs, pulp fad, fair
to good
7.007.60
earning.
Beyf steers, hay fed, good
The old man turned away, but the
to cholos
7.2508.00
was very much troubled and puaaled Beef steers, hay fed, fair
good
to
6.504T7.J5
about the matter, and the two sons
could see that he hadn't taken It at all Heifers, prime corn f ed . . 7.007.7e
and heifers, corn fed
In the spirit In which they had given Cows
good to choice
I.5O07.M
It so they said:
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
Mr.
mat"Weil.
Smith, what's the
fair to good
S.T506.5O
ter? Don't you like
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
good to choice
"No," replied the old man; "I al6.50? 7.15
ways thought that this place was a Cows and heifers, pulp fed.
fair to good
5.506.50
regular Job!"
WOODROW WIIJSON.
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
good to choice
6.257.00
Cause of Death.
Governor Amnions' Rsply.
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
Tou say your automobile dldnt
fair to good
Governor Amnions replied as follows
5.5006.15
touch this man, and yet he waa dead Canners and cuttera
4.0005. 00 te the President's telegram:
when you picked htm up?" shouted the Veal calves
1.50011.75
I regret eaoeetllnely that you have
Bulls
.0016.50 been misinformed.
The Legislature
prosecuting attorney.
has
Just paaaed an set, which I have
5.7507.00 approved,
"That's my claim," coolly retorted Stags
for
a bond Issue
providing
of on million dollars for the purpose
the prisoner. "My machine didn't Feeders and stockers, good
of paying the Indebtedness whlnh has
to choice
7.0007.75
touch him.
been Incurred and which may be InFeeders and stockers, fair
curred In suppressing Insurrection and
"And you were d firing not oyer It
to good
6.2507.00 defending the state. Aa
soon aa these
miles an hour?"
bonds can be Issued, these funds will
Feeders and stockers, comhe
available,
can, and
and
stats
thla
"Not orer IS miles and"
mon to fair
5.5O06.M Will, control the
situation. This Is the
"And you saw this man start to
only constitutional method of raising
funds In Immediate future. In addiHogs.
croen the street?"
tion to this act, the Legislatura has
Good hogs
8.0008.15 enacted
"Yes."
a law permitting the governor
td oloss saloons In time of disorder
"Did you blow your horn?"
and alao a law prohibiting the carry-InSheep.
"I did."
and disposition of firearms In times
Lambs
87.0007.80 Of disorder.
Moreover a committee on
"What sort of a horn is It?"
Ewes
5.0006.25 mediation of the present
strike has
"One of those newfangled clatter-boxe- Yearlings (light)
6.2506.75 been provided for and appointed.
ELI A 8 If. AMMONS.
5.75i?i6.i5
that create a sound that la s W --triers
6.00(i675
cross between a shriek add a dying Lambs (shorn)
Minority Senators to Wilson.
Ewes (shorn)
4.6005.25
wall."
adjournment of the LegislaAfter
"That explains it Tou simply
Hsy.
ture, the minority senators sent tits
the man to death."
ÍF. O. B. Denver, Csrload Price.)
following telegram to the President:
Colorado upland, per ton. 118.00014.00
The undersigned members of ths
per
1.00
12.00
upland,
Nebraska
ton.
Ssnate or the Nineteenth General AsWhat He Feared.
sembly
In special session convened by
Second
bottom,
Colorado
It was during a very riolent thungovernor of this state, respectfully
and Nebraska, per ton. 11.00O12.00 the
represent: That the speoial objects
derstorm in which the lightning flashes
per ton
17.00018.00 mentioned In the imssage of the govwere particularly vrrid. terrifying and Timothy,
Alfalfa, per ton
9.60010.50 ernor to be legislated upon by the spefrequent.
not appear to ua to be
South Park, choice, ton.. 16.00017.00 cial sessionto did
cover the exigencies of the
"Do not be afraid, Tommle," said his San Luis Valley, per ton. 11.00012.00 sufficient
Occasion wherein we were called to
mother, "our Father In heaven holds Gunnison Valley, per ton. 15.00016.00 act; that we have In every vote cast
endeavored to Indicate such Insuffithe lightning In his hands."
4.50 0 5.00 ciency
Straw, per ton
;
that we have strenuously
"Tes, I know he does, mother, but
urged and voted to widen the acope of
objecta
ths
that might be considered
Grain.
then, you see, lightning is so quick
We be$1 .37 to cover the entire situation.
and slippery that I am afraid be might Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs
lieved and believe that the measures
1.05 passed by the Legislature at this sesbulk, 100 lbs
let some of it get away from him when Rye. Colo.,
1.51 sion are Inadequate to meet the situaIdaho oats, sacked
he don't mean to."
tion In thla state. We protest our sin1,55 cere
Corn chop, sacked
desire to alleviate the conditions
1.64 In this state. We deplore the necesCorn, In sack
Constipation causes many serious die- Bran, Colo., per 10 lbs
1.30 sity of your telegram to Governor Amnions and the condition that makes
It is thoroughly cured by Doctor
nscessary a reminder to the governor
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. One a laxative,
Flour.
of Colorado by th chief executive of
three for cathartic. Adv.
$2.15 ths nation that the state Is dersltct
Standard Colorado, net
In Its duty In the premises.
If a man has a large and expensive
Poultry
Dressed
Washington. President Wilson exfamily to provide for, he hasn't much
19 021
Turkeys, fancy D. P
pressed satisfaction with ths situation
time to worry.
16 018
Turkeys, old toms
after he had received Governor Am
14
Turkeys, choice
016
Smile on wash dsy. That's when you use Hens. large
nions' reply. It was said by officials
17
Bed Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than Hens, small
In
close touch with the Prssldent that
17
snow. All grocers.
Adv.
16 017
Ducks
Wilson was greatly pleased with what
16 017
had been dono after he had beast InIt takes a sensible woman to gener- Geese
10 011
Roosters
formed by Governor Amnions of th
ate silence.
work of the Colorado Legislature, and
Live Poultry.
that he hoped the state would assume
IB
Hens, fancy
control of the situation In ths near fu30
36
Broilers, lb
ture so the federal troops might be
8
Roosters
withdrawn.
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over .... 16 018

14.
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SccA Afaman

PER CEHT
AXVfriabk Preparation for As
símil I itrg Hie Food, and Regula
tmg mr Stomachs gag Bowels of
ALCOHOL--

-

Ducks

15

..13

Geese

014

O. B.

Denver

18

Eggs, graded No.

Reliable evidence la abundant that women
are constantly being restored to health by
Lydla E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound
The many testimonial letters that we are continually publishing in the newspapers hundreds of them are all genuine, true and unsolicited expressions of heartfelt gratitude
for the freedom from suffering that has come to these
women solely through the use of Lydla E. Plnkham's

Read this one from Mrs. Waters:
Camden, N.J. "1 waa sick, for two years with nervous spells, and
my kidneys were affected. I had a doctor all the time and used a
galvanic battery, but nothing did me any good. I was not abl o go
and soon
to bed, but spent my time on a couch or in a sleeping-chai- r,
became almost a skeleton. Finally my doctor went away for his
health, and my husband beard of Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound and got me some. In two months I got relief and now I
am like a new woman and am at my usual weight I recommend
your medicine to every one and so does my husband." Mrs. Tumn
Watkbs, 1186 Knight St, Camden, N.J.

And thlswone from Mrs. Haddock:

"I was weak and nervous, not able to do my work
nnaroclv able to be on my feet. I had backache, headache, pal pi
ration of the heart trouble with my bowels, and inflammation. rn m-taking the Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound I am better
than! have been for twenty years. I think it is a wonderful medicine and I have recommended it to others." Mrs. Mast Ami Haddock, Utioa, Oklahoma.
Uthu, Okla.

Now answer this question if you can. Why should a
woman continue to suffer without first giving Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial ? You know that
it has saved many others why should it fail in your case?
For 30 years Lydla B. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for female Ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does Justice to herself If she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, It
i, an restored so many suffering women to health.
to LYDIA K.F1KHAM MEDICINE CO.
F(COHnüESTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
opened, read and answered
Your letter will be
by a woman and held In strict oonflsjtoisoe.

net. F.

O. B. Denver
Eggs, case count, less
mission

16
com-

Butter.
Creameries, ex. Colo, lb.
Creameries, ex. East, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
Process
Packing stock

6.60

..

25
25

. .
. .

21

20

021
16

FruK.
Apples, Colo., extras, box. .12.5003.00
Apples Colo., fancy, box . . . 2.00 02.60
Apples, Colo., choice, box. . . 1.201.5O

Vegetable Compound.

Money could not buy nor any kind of influence obtain
such recommendations ; you may depend upon it that any
testimonial we publish is honest and true if you have any
doubt of this write to the women whose true names and
addresses are always given, and learn for yourself.

2

Vegetables.
'Potatoes, cwt

1.0001.75

Washington. President Wilson Saturday made It clear that Colorado
must quickly solve Its own difficulties
growing out of the strike situation, and
that the federal troops now on duty
there would be withdrawn as soon as
possible.
He telegraphed Governor Ammons
telling him the state Legislature
should not adjourn without taking

steps to control the situation, and received a reply from the governor saying everything possible was being

don.

At th White House it was stated by
officials close to the President, thst he
does not plan to withdraw the federal
troops It anarchy Is to break ont again
but be feels there Is no excuse for the
Legislature adjourning and leaving
the problem to the federal government.

Members of ths Colorado delegation
la Congress were alarmed by the
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
Prealdsnt's telegram to Governor Ammons, and said anarchy would reign
Lead and Spelter.
again If the troops war taken away
St. Louis. Lead 83.85.
bfor the strike was settled. They asSpelter 26.00.
that although orders for ths
New York
Lead 23.8503.95. Lon- serted
disarming of the contending tactions
18 7s 6d.
don.
bad been Issued, only a small propor5 1005.20.
21
London,
Spelter
tion of ths arms have been turned In,
7s. 6d.
s
and that practically an armed true
at prsssnt.
Cotton Markets.
Ths President will be' reasonable
12.94:
York Cotton May,
New
about the question, it was said at the
August,
July, 12.47;
12.29; October and Whit House, but believes that under
MidDecember. 11.89; January.
th constitution he has no right to
dling, 12.40; gulf, 12.65.
use th federal troops in Colorado
when tit Legislatura has a chañes to
act It was recalled that when he
Price of Sugar.
sent th troops to Colorado he mad It
New York. Sugar Molasses. $2.65;
centrifugal. $2.20.
clear the set was only temporary.
ex-lst-

11-8-

Civil Wsr Nurse Dead.
Butter and Eggs.
Terr Haute, Ilnd Mrs. Leonora
Butter Creamery.
Kansas City.
Ms; firsts, 21c; seconds, 18c; packing Wright, 88 years old. who served as a
stock, lBHo.
nurse during the Civil Wsr, died at her
Etgga Firsts. 18c; seconds, 15c.
horn here.
Poultry Hens, 14c; springs, 16c.
Fifteen Die In Sea Fir.
Chicago Grain and Provision Prtcts.
Halifax. N. 8 After thirteen days
Chicago.
Wheat No. 2. red, 60 of terrible suffering In sn open boat
97c; No. 2 hard, 9506c; No. 2 a. rift at sea, fir survivors of the
Northern. 974 098 14c; No 2 spring, freight steamer Columbian
were
M4098Hc.
picked up In th North Atlantic by th
Corn No. 2, 694 070c; Ma 2 yelCuitad States revenue cutter Sonaos.
low, 71071'kc; No 2 yellow. 70 c.
Oats No. 8 white, 39040c; stand Eleven others of th boat's crow
which left th Columbian whan she
grd. 39940txC
was burned Just south of Sable Island
Rys No. 2, 64c.
Barley 48003c.
on May 8, had succumbed to Injuries
Timothy $2.76 04.20.
and privations and th4r bodla had
Clover $8.00012.10.
been thrown overboard. The death roll
$19.75.
Pork
of ths lost freighter now stands at
La rd $10.02.
aftas.
Ribs $10.87011.87.
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Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
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For Infants and Children.
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Cattle.

Beef steers, corn fed, good
to choice
I7.80tj8.6i
Beef steers, corn fed, fair

to
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Mad

Weil-Mean-

APOLOGY

Effort

t

thst SSOTiws )rssaarv.

Probably

Indignant Private Soldier
Maddsr Than Ever.

i

Dyspepsia
Tablets

,

IT "REGULAR
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rctmtnoMutm co, buffalo. n.t.
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THOUGHT

Colonel Blank had a little boy five
years old, and little Bobby had often
heard th men In his father's regiment spoken of ss "Colonel Blank's
men." 80 he ssld to one of them:
"My father owns you."
The soldier was very angry. "Tou

little Imp!" he exclaimed.
"What
are you talking about? Nobody owns
me."
Bobby's
wss much
tle boy to
"Bobby,

,

ssaysj

sjtTT.

Law Condoned Negligence.
In Kelsey vs. Rebuzclnl. in th sn
preme court of errors of Connecticut.
It appeared that defendant, after notice that a division wire fence between

bis lot and a lot where plaintiff pastured his cattle waa broken, took no
steps to repair It and ths following;
day plaintiff's heifers passed through
the broken fence snd reached a lot
lying south of both of such lots and
there cropped grass which hsd been
poisoned In the mixing of a spray for
potato vines, In consequence of which
part of them died. Defendant did not
know that the potatoes had boon
sprayed, or that any poison had been
spilled on the grass and could not
have anticipated that some person
might have scattered poison about the
grass there. It was held, assuming defendant's negligence, that It waa not
the proximate cause of Injury.

mother heard about it, and
distressed. Calling the lither, she said:
you were wrong when you
said your father owns his men, end
I want you to tell the soldier that you
are sorry for what you said."
Running to overtake the private,
Thoughtful.
the little boy exclaimed breathlessly:
Little Delia was slowly turning ths
Tm sorroy my father owns you!" leaves of her nursery book when suddenly she looked up and Inquired:
"Mother, what day was I born oof"
HAIR CAME OUT IN HANDFULS
"Wednesday, dear."
"Wasn't that fortunate! It's your
Hughson, Cal. "Laat winter my
"
hair began to fall out and later my day 'at home,' replied the little miss.
Harper's Magaslne.
scalp began to Itch terribly and my
hair was full of dandruff. There were
pimples broke out on my scalp, especially around the edge of my hair.
Sometimes I would wake up at night
and lie awake an hour or so with the
Nine times in ten when the Usar Is
My hair came out In hand-ful- s
Itching.
when I combed It. It wss dry and tight the stomach snd bowels are right.
lifeless and th dandruff was so thick CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
It could be plainly seen.
"I used several different kinds of gently bu t firmly om-- a
jhp
ssj
shampoo and soap but It got worse sil pel s lazy liver
ICARTERS
duty.
Its
00
the time for five or six months. When
Cures C
I hsd lost about half of my hair I atJpation, In- -,
11 mill
li'YAK
started using Cuticura Soap and Oint- di ea boa.
ment. In about six weeks my scalp Sick
stopped Itching and In two or three Headache.'
months my hair began to come in and Distress After Eating.
new. My head Is clear of dandruff SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSS, SMALL PUCX.
now and new hair Is coming In sil th
Genuine must bear Signature
time." (Signed) Mrs. W. R. Candllsh.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

'

Dec. 10, 1812.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
throughout the world. Sample of
free.wtth 32-- Skin Book. Address
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."

M

sold

each
post-

DAISY FLY KILLER

HZÍ

ZrtZ S
stisa, ae-

11...
aaaMasal,

Adv.

-

us isslssS
Lasts all
saasaa. Sada ef
sssl.ssatesuiaes

afeaae- -

Tough!
rar; wilt sat
Oent (to proprietor of restaurant)
I
el.
Your family has been established here
All dealers
a long time eh T
1 sarin sal fss si.se.
Proprietor Yes, sir; the business aaaoLU soasas, ISS BeCals An., Snaklya. a. T.
belonged to my grandfather.
belong to
Oent And did this
him, too?
is constantly growing in favor because It
Red Cross Bag Blue, much uetter, goes Does Not Stick
farther than liquid blus. Ost from say
sod it will not injure th finest fabric. For
grocer. Adv.
laundrv narrases it has aa
Ifc
10c.
mors starch for isasi in say.
In Bohemia last year 353,513 aerea package
Ut.flA.NUi STARCH CO,
of sugar beet were grown.

fol

DEFIANCE STARCH

to the Iron

3

Anybody can dye successfully with
Putnam Fadeless Dyes Adv.

hair"balbam

aOa ssesassasss

e

saerts.

There is nothing so uncertUn as a
sure tihlng.

rf

PIMPLES

BOILS
CARBUNCLES

fI

ACHES

CHIIXS 1 mm
PAINS

Are "Danger Signals" the human system's method of giving warning that the blood baa become Impoverished and circulation poor.
In this condition the human body is almost powerless to resist the
mors serióos illness. Don't delay. Yon need

--

DR. PIERCE'S

Golden
Medical roar
Discovery
it
gets to work Immediately at the seat of
hand. Reins to dkeast the toad.

It lands a asinina!

e

W.Ir,aa
vitalised.
Mad

to Dr.

Tones an ian ateaaaak.

from roots taken from oar great Asserts
foresee.
now oy sseaxune uesaere in uqakl or tablet 1
gssSsS Hotel, Ilúdalo, N. X, for trial boa.
at I

Try tins
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LOCAL

AND

PERSONAL

NEWS

ITEMS

LAIL
Cbas. Springer was a passenger
For Rent: Furnished rooms suitforlight housekeeping at the to the county seat Tuesday.
Antlers. Mrs. Z. A. Curtis.

able

SUPPLY

High grade dentistry is my proSwastika coal, the most heat (or fession. All work guaranteed. Dr.
Lockq.
vour money, sold bv J. W. Sweat
i Agen.

Frank Fast of Trinidad spent
Sunday
in Cimarron on business.
. B. Cole of Globe, Arizona is
B. Cole
the guest oí his brother
in this city, for a few weeks.
Henry E. Brennan went to
Tuesday to look after his
interests at that place.
Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
E. R. Manning went to Raton,
Restaurant and Bakery.
Wednesday to spend a few days
with his family.
Chas. Thacker of Raton wat a
business visitor in the Key City,
Meals at all hours are served at
Tuesday.
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

Weber's Bakery

I.

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

WE SELL.

All Kindt 0 Farming Implements
Wagons

Mrs. John Livingston relumed
Monday evening from a brief viait
All branches of tfie dental art
on the ranch.
carefully practiced. Dr. Locke.

Buggies

Harness and Saddles

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Beát Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

A. C. Cox is supervising the
construction of a county bridge at
Crow creek.

Henry Springer went to
Wednesday to attend to
matters.

District Brand Inspector Livingston inspected brands on cattle in
Raton the last of the week, which
was shipped to Kansas City,

Tom Jackson went to Raton
Wednesday to attend to court

Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware
on

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Mr. and Mrs. John J. Nairn arMesdames Vasey and Rohr
Saturday from the east to
rived
the Ladies' Aid of the M.
up their residence at Casa
take
E, church Wednesday afternoon
Gavilon.
at the Vasey home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. van liouten
Capt. French and family were and child, and Miss Nora Mavheld
visitors in Springer, Friday.
came down from the Ponil ranch
Wednesday morning and boarded
train for Trinidad, Colorado,
the
The News is working for you and
where
they will visit with friends a
the community every week. What
days.
few
are YOU, not the other fellow, doing for itf

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
Sianda Acl oineandrietnL Oil

monu-

Throngh fertile fields, thriving cities, across rivers and over mountains the
eo) n Highway will extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
i

Lin-

Another National Highway

before the Lincoln Way

is

and the thousand cities and towns

The Telephone Way
ready for travel.

will be opened to the Public

From New York to San Francisco the big copper wires of the Bell System extend
in an unbroken line the broad highway of Universal Service.
This Highway, too, is a lasting monument

to the energy

To that spirit of service that has made the Bell system one
useful corporations io the country.

of

private enterprise.

of the

largest and most

In your own telephone company's territory alone the seven Mountain States
there are 80,000 miles of long distance highways open for your messages everv day

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

rid

Fred Brooks returned Tuesday
evening from New York whers he
has been purchasing goods (or the
store ihe past few weeks.

Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

Mrs. F. W. Brooks was the
hostess at an informal luncheon on
Friday afternoon at her home to
ladies, in honor of
about forty-fiv- e
her house guest Mrs. James Duncan of Las Vegas. The guests enjoyed themselves most immensely
during the afternoon.

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing attheNews
at the right prices

I

.

San Francisco will be ioined with New York,
along the way will be benefited.

o

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oii Light In Existence,

Mrs. James Duncau and son who
have been the guests of Mrs. F.
VV. Brooks the past two weeks departed Wednesday for their home
in Las Vegas.

The people of this country are building a National Highway as a lasting
ment to a grert man.

11

Baccalaureate services were held
at the Baptist church Sunday evening in commemoration of the
8th grade graduates from the Maxwell school.

The Cimarron public schools will
close Friday of this week for the
annual summer vacation, with a
children's picnic as a substitute for
the
exercises,
commencement
weather permitting.

NATIONAL HIGHWAYS

JLamjt mf ihe

The district Sunday School convention at Miami last Sunday was
a decided success and a good representative number of Snnday
School workers were present. The
next convention will lie held in this
city next fall.
Mrs. Edwards of Denver, Colo,
arrived in Cimarron last week to
spend the summer at the home of
her daughter Mrs. Will Lambert.

J

c

E

We have the facilities to deliver at

all

times and in any quantity, clear,, pure, ice
cold, artificial ice.
.

Standing Orders Preferred

Al Davis spent Sunday with bis
family in this city from Crow creek
where he is employed on county
bridge work.

District Attorney Kemley return-n- l
Tuesday faom Raton, haviug
completed all the criminal work at
this term oi court.

Cimarron Meat Market
Phone 47

